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How to Read this Book 
The book is structured as several standalone sections that discuss test methodologies by type. Every 
section starts by introducing the reader to relevant information from a technology and testing 
perspective. 

Test case structure may follow this structure: 

Overview Provides background information specific to the test case. 

Objective Describes the goal of the test. 

Setup An illustration of the test configuration highlighting the test 
ports, simulated elements and other details. 

Step-by-Step Instructions Detailed configuration procedures by using Keysight test 
equipment and applications. 

Test Variables A summary of the key test parameters that affect the test’s 
performance and scale. These can be modified to construct 
other tests. 

Results Analysis Provides the background useful for test result analysis, 
explaining the metrics and providing examples of expected 
results. 

Conclusions Summarizes the result of the test. 

Typographic Conventions 
In this document, the following conventions are used to indicate items that are selected or typed by you: 

Bold items are those that you select, tap, or click. It is also used to indicate text found on the current 
GUI screen. 

Italicized items are those that you type. 
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Dear Reader 
Keysight’s Black Books include network, application, and security test methodologies that will help you 
become familiar with new technologies and the key testing issues associated with them. 

The Black Books are primers on technology and testing. They include test methodologies to verify 
device and system functionality and performance. The methodologies are universally applicable to any 
test equipment. Step-by-step instructions use Keysight’s test platforms and applications to demonstrate 
the test methodology. 

Our library of Black Books covers key technologies and test methodologies: 

Volume 1—Network Security  

Volume 2—Application Delivery  

Volume 3—QoS Validation  

Volume 4—Voice over IP 

Volume 5—Video over IP 

Volume 6—LTE Access 

Volume 7—LTE Evolved Packet Core 

Volume 8—Carrier Ethernet 

Volume 9—IPv6 Transition Technologies 

Volume 10—Converged Data Center 

Volume 11—Converged Network Adapters 

Volume 12—Network Convergence Testing  

 

Volume 13—Ethernet Synchronization 

Volume 14—Advanced MPLS  

Volume 15—MPLS-TP 

Volume 16—Ultra Low Latency (ULL) Testing 

Volume 17—Network Impairment 

Volume 18—Test Automation 

Volume 19—802.11ac Wi-Fi Benchmarking 

Volume 20—SDN/OpenFlow 

Volume 21—Audio Video Bridging 

Volume 22—Automotive Ethernet 

Volume 23—Disaggregated Network Testing 

Volume 24—MACsec Test Suite 

These Black Books are available in Keysight’s online Resources Library. 

We are committed to helping our customers build and maintain networks that perform at the highest 
level, ensuring end users get the best application experience possible. We hope this Black Book series 
provides valuable insight into the evolution of our industry, and helps customers deploy applications and 
network services—in a physical, virtual, or hybrid network configurations. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Introduction 
MACsec as a technology consists of multiple protocols to provide Layer2 level security. The services it 
provides are data integrity, encryption, authentication, and replay protection. It uses multiple protocols to 
provide the services. For authentication, it uses 802.1x EAPOL-EAP to provide access control and 
generation of Master Secret Key. In the absence of 802.1x, a pre- shared key {CAK, CKN} also can be 
used as the master key. For key agreement, it uses 802.1x EAPOL-MKA to manage the Keys, Key 
Server election, Regeneration/Distribution of keys, and the group member liveness check. There can be 
another option to not use MKA and configure the encryption keys (that is, SAKs) statically. For 
encryption/decryption of User data with integrity check, it follows the 802.1AE-2018 specification. 

IxNetwork has a comprehensive support of MACsec capabilities that works with static key distribution 
mode as well as key distributed by MKA, based on IEEE 802.1AE-2018 and IEEE 802.1X-2020 
standards. This document focuses on identifying and showcasing topologies that can be used to qualify 
any system supporting MACsec by using the IxNetwork MACsec solution. 

Organization of Tests 
Tests are grouped under the header of scenarios. A scenario denotes a use case in which MACsec can 
be configured and used in each topology. Each test case under a scenario is designed to qualify 
different aspects of the scenario. 

Scenario 
A scenario denotes a MACsec use case in which a device under test (DUT) can be configured and used 
in a topology. A scenario will have a specific topology and a set of testcases. These test cases will be 
used to test the use case with different variations of the important MACsec parameters. Scenarios are 
numbered with natural numbers. 

Test Number 
Each scenario can have one or more test cases under it as described in previous sections. Test cases 
are numbered in dotted decimal format like X.Y where X is a natural number representing scenario 
number and Y is a natural number denoting a test case sequence under the scenario. 

Purpose 
There is a purpose section in each scenario and test case. The purpose section in a scenario describes 
the use case you want to test with a given topology. The purpose under test case describes how 
different aspects of the use case are tested. 

Topology 
The topology section, which is common to all test cases in a scenario, has a textual as well as pictorial 
representation depicting how Keysight MACsec enabled test ports are connected to DUT ports. It also 
mentions key MACsec parameters common to all test cases under the current scenario. 
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Test Configuration 
Each test case has test configuration steps to configure IxNetwork MACsec emulation parameters in the 
Keysight test ports needed to achieve the test objective under the context of the given topology. The 
DUT must be configured to match Keysight side configuration for the test case to work. The DUT side 
configuration is not covered in this document. 

Observable Results 
Each test case has an Observable Results section. This section contains the verification steps required to 
verify the DUT behavior in a test case by using IxNetwork statistics and packet captures. Observable 
Results for the verification steps in the test are compared with the obtained result to determine the 
PASS criteria of the test case. Respective DUT side verification steps are not covered in this document. 
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Chapter 2: Basic MACsec Testing 
This chapter describes test cases that cover basic MACsec functionalities with different MACsec 
configurations. When MACsec is implemented, DUT receives encrypted traffic, decrypts it and re- 
encrypts the packets before forwarding. This additional processing may impact the forwarding 
throughput of the DUT, especially when the traffic is flowing at 100 % line rate with small size frames. 
DUT also must ensure hitless key refresh (periodic rekey or rekey at PN exhaustion) when traffic is 
flowing through at 100 % line rate. There are other scenarios when DUT may receive a mix of non-
MACsec and MACsec traffic at the same port. This chapter covers test cases to test DUT’s behavior in 
these scenarios. Overall, it covers the following test scenarios: 

• Impact of MACsec encryption on DUT’s data plane forwarding efficiency with 100 % line rate 
traffic. 

• Impact of Rekey on hitless traffic flow. 

• DUT receives non-MACsec traffic, forwards MACsec traffic and vice-versa 

• DUT receives a mix of MACsec and non-MACsec traffic on the same port 

• DUT runs control plane protocols like OSPF, ISIS, BGP over MACsec 

These test cases are run with different MACsec configurations like key distribution mode (Dynamic SAK 
distributed by MKA and Static SAK), cipher suites (GCM-AES-128/256, GCM-AES-XPN-128/256), and 
type of CA (pair-wise and group CA). 
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Functionality testing with Static SAK 

Purpose 
Key provisioning in MACsec can be done either dynamically through MKA or by statically configuring the 
SAK. Here the objective is to cover MACsec functional tests with statically configured SAK with different 
topologies, for example, pairwise CA and group CA. It verifies whether DUT can establish secured 
association with emulated MACsec device and successfully decrypt, encrypt, and forward traffic at 
various rates without any loss. 
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Scenario 1: Impact of MACsec on forwarding efficiency (Pairwise CA) 
The objective of this scenario is to test the impact of MACsec decryption/encryption on DUT’s 
forwarding efficiency in a pairwise CA topology. MACsec frames sent by end hosts generally do not 
have an SCI field in SecTAG. In such a scenario, the receiving device uses the source MAC of the 
frame as System ID and uses default value as Port ID (0x0001) to construct the SCI. In this scenario, 
the test devices are configured as end stations and generate MACsec frames without the SCI. 

Test 1.1: MACsec processing efficiency with Layer 2 data traffic 
Discussion 

This test verifies that the DUT can establish secured channel in a pairwise CA scenario by using static 
SAK and can encrypt, decrypt and forward Layer2 (Ethernet/VLAN) data traffic at line rate without any 
loss. 

Multiple Pairwise CA on the same test port is configurable when DUT supports multiple SC’s on the 
same port. 

Topology 

Figure 2-1 

This is a ‘Test port1<->DUT<->Test port2’ topology as shown in the preceding image. In this topology, 
two Keysight test ports, port1 and port2 are connected to the DUT. Test Port1 has single emulated 
MACsec device that is configured under CA1. Similarly, Test Port2 has single emulated MACsec device 
that is configured under CA2. Test ports on both ends are sending and receiving encrypted MACsec 
data traffic through the DUT. 
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Test Configuration 

1. Add single emulated MACsec devices on each test port. 

2. In the Tx Property tab, select the End Station check box so that the test devices can send 
MACsec frames without any SCI. 

Note: Selecting the End Station check box automatically clears the Include SCI check box. 

 

Figure 2-2 

3. In the Rx Property tab, configure DUT SCI System ID, with which DUT is supposed to 
sendMACsec traffic to the test device as shown in in the following image. 

Figure 2-3 

4. Configure Tx SAKs in each device so that a pairwise CA is created as shown in the following 
image. Configure these SAKs as Rx SAK in the DUT. 

Figure 2-4 

5. Configure Rx SAKs in each device as shown in the following image. The DUT is supposed to 
encrypt traffic with these SAKs and send to the test devices. 

Figure 2-5 
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Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the tests. 

2. Configure one-to-one bidirectional Ethernet/VLAN encrypted traffic between test ports with 
the following parameters: 

o Frame size—64 B / 1518 B / 10000 B 
o Traffic rate—required line rate 
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—Ethernet: Destination MAC Address 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit the data traffic from test ports over the secured connection. 

5. After the test runs satisfactorily, re-run it with 100 % line rate traffic. 

Observable Result 

a) After Test Step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. It can be 
verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

b) After Test step 4, the DUT must have the ability to process encrypted packets without SCI. 
There must not be any ‘No SC’ error reported on the DUT, which can be verified by 
observing the MACsec statistics at DUT. 

c) There should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec packets received on the 
test ports. You can verify it by using MACsec Per Port statistics such as Bad ICV, Out-of-
window, Unknown SA, and so on. Traffic loss, Rx throughput, latency can be found out from 
IxNetwork Traffic Flow Statistics. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 

3 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 

4 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 
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Test 1.2: MACsec processing efficiency with Layer 3 data traffic (encrypted VLAN) 
Discussion 

This test verifies that DUT can establish secured channel in a pairwise CA scenario by using static SAK 
and can encrypt, decrypt and forward Layer3 (IP) data traffic with single or multiple encrypted VLAN at 
line rate without any loss. 

Topology 

Refer to the image depicted in the Topology section. 

Test Configuration 

1. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 1 to 5 in the Test-1.1. 

2. Add IP over MACsec and configure IPv4 address and gateway in the emulated MACsec 
devices and DUT. 

3. Select the Enable Encrypted VLANs check box in the MACsec Basic tab as shown in the 
following image. Also, clear the Ethernet VLAN as Clear Text check box. 

 
Figure 2-6 

4. Configure the number of encrypted VLANs to be sent in the MACsec frames. Configure 
single VLAN for this test. 

Figure 2-7 

5. Configure encrypted VLAN info in the VLAN-1 tab as shown in following image: 

Figure 2-8 
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Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channel. Transmit ping from test devices to 
DUT’s interface. 

2. Configure one-to-one bidirectional IPv4 encrypted traffic between test ports with the 
following profile: 

o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing  
o Traffic rate—required line rate  
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—IPv4: Destination IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from Test ports over the secured connection. 

5. Re-run the test with 100 % line rate traffic, after it is run satisfactorily. 

Observable Results 

a) After running the Test Step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must 
establish. You can verify it from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

b) After Test step 2, ensure that ping is successful between the test devices and DUT. 

c) After Test step 5, there should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec 
packets received on the test ports. You can verify it by using MACsec Per Port statistics, 
such as Bad ICV, Out-of-window, Unknown SA, and so on. Traffic loss, Rx throughput, and 
latency can be found out from IxNetwork Traffic Flow Statistics. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 

3 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 

4 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 
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Scenario 2: Processing of MACsec traffic with Clear Text VLAN (Pairwise CA) 
The objective of this scenario is to test DUT’s capability of processing MACsec frames with clear text 
VLAN. Clear text VLAN refers to VLAN, which is placed before the SecTAG of MACsec frames, 
therefore is not encrypted. The 802.1Q shown in the following image refers to clear text VLAN. There 
may by multiple 802.1Q headers sent as clear text in MACsec frames. 
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Test 2.1: Transmit/receive traffic with clear text VLAN 
Discussion 

This test verifies that in a pairwise CA scenario, DUT can decrypt, encrypt and forward data traffic with 
single or multiple clear text VLANs at line rate without any loss. 

Topology 

Refer to the image depicted in the Topology section. 

Test Configuration 

1. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 1 to 5 in the Test-1.1. 

2. Add IP over MACsec and configure IPv4 address and gateway in the emulated MACsec 
devices and DUT. 

3. Configure and enable VLANs in the Ethernet stack over which MACsec has been 
configured. If more than one clear text VLANs must be sent, configure those many VLANs in 
Ethernet. 

 

Figure 2-9 

4. Select Ethernet VLAN as Clear Text in MACsec as shown in the following image. On 
selecting this check box, all the VLAN’s that are configured in Ethernet (previous step) goes 
as clear text VLAN in the MACsec frames that are generated by the test devices. Clear the 
Enable Encrypted VLANs check box. 

 

Figure 2-10 
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5. Configure ‘Rx SecTAG Offset’ as 16 in MACsec Global Settings as shown in the following 
image. If the number of clear text VLANs is more than one, the offset must be (12+4*N), 
where N is the number of clear text VLAN’s that are configured. 

 

Figure 2-11 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channel. Transmit ping from test devices to the 
DUT’s interface. 

2. Configure one-to-one bidirectional IPv4 encrypted traffic between test ports with the 
following parameters: 

o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing  
o Traffic rate—required line rate to start with 
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—IPv4: Destination IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from Test ports over the secured connection. 

5. After the test is running fine, it should be run again with 100 % line rate traffic. 

Observable Results 

a) After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. You can 
verify them from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

b) After Test step 4, there should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec 
packets received on the test ports. You can verify it by using MACsec Per Port statistics 
such as Bad ICV, Out-of-window, Unknown SA, and so on. Traffic loss, Rx throughput, and 
latency can be found out from IxNetwork Traffic Flow Statistics. 
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Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128  
• Payload type—Increment Byte 
• Frame size—64-1518 B Incrementing 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

2 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 
• Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—Custom IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPv6 
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Scenario 3: Processing of MACsec traffic with non-zero confidentiality offset (Pairwise CA) 
The objective of this scenario is to test DUT’s capability of processing MACsec frames with non- zero 
confidentiality offset and forward without any loss in a pairwise CA topology. Confidentiality offset in the 
encrypted traffic may be as follows. 

• 0 - No Confidentiality offset. The entire payload after SecTAG is encrypted. This is the 
default case. 

• 30 - The first 30 bytes of the payload after SecTAG are unencrypted. 

• 50 - The first 50 bytes of the payload after SecTAG are unencrypted. 

MACsec XPN cipher suites do not support non-zero confidentiality offsets. 
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Test 3.1: Transmit/receive traffic with non-zero confidentiality offset 
Discussion 

This test verifies that in a pairwise CA scenario, DUT can decrypt, encrypt and forward data traffic with 
non-zero confidentiality offset at line rate without any loss. 

Topology 

Refer to the image depicted in the Topology section. 

Test Configuration 

1. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 1 to 5 in the Test-1.1. 

2. Add IP over MACsec and configure IPv4 address and gateway in the emulated MACsec 
devices and DUT. 

3. Configure confidentiality offset 30, as shown in the following figure: 

 

Figure 2-12 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channel. Transmit ping from test devices to 
DUT’s interface. 

2. Configure one-to-one bidirectional IPv4 encrypted traffic between test ports with the 
following parameters: 

o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing  
o Traffic rate—required line rate to start with 
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—IPv4: Destination IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from Test ports over the secured connection. 

5. After the test runs satisfactorily, re-run it with 100 % line rate traffic. 

Observable Results 

a) After Test Step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. You can 
verify them from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 
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b) After Test step 4, DUT must process the encrypted traffic with confidentiality offset 30.  

c) After Test step 4, there should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec 
packets received on the test ports. You can verify it by using MACsec Per Port statistics, 
such as Bad ICV, Out-of-window, Unknown SA, and so on. Traffic loss, Rx throughput, and 
latency can be found out from IxNetwork Traffic Flow Statistics. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128  
Payload type—Increment Byte 
Frame size—64-1518 B Incrementing 
Traffic type—IPv4 
Confidentiality offset—30 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 
Payload type—Custom  
Frame size—Custom IMIX 
Traffic type—IPv6 
Confidentiality offset—50 
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Scenario 4: Processing of MACsec traffic with SCI (Pairwise CA) 
MACsec SecTAG includes an optional 8 bytes SCI field comprising a 6 bytes System ID and a 2 bytes 
Port ID. A MACsec device uses the SCI to map the incoming MACsec frames with the receive SC. In 
this scenario, the test devices are configured to include SCI in the SecTAG of MACsec frames. The 
objective is to test DUT’s behavior when it receives MACsec frames with SCI info at 100 % line rate. 
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Test 4.1: Decryption of MACsec traffic with SCI  
Discussion 

This test verifies that in a pairwise CA scenario, DUT can properly decrypt data traffic with SCI and 
forward at line rate without any loss.  

Topology 

Refer to the image depicted in the Topology section. 

Test Configuration 

1. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 1 to 4 in the Test-1.1. 

2. Add IP over MACsec and configure IPv4 address and gateway in the emulated MACsec 
devices and DUT. 

3. Preserve the default configuration, where the End Station check box is cleared and the 
Include SCI check box is selected. 

 

Figure 2-13 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channel. Transmit ping from test devices to 
DUT’s interface. 

2. Configure one-to-one bidirectional IPv4 encrypted traffic between test ports with the 
following parameters: 

o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing  
o Traffic rate—required line rate to start with 
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—IPv4: Destination IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from test ports over the secured connection. 

5. After the test runs satisfactorily, re-run it with 100 % line rate traffic. 
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Observable Results 

a) After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. You can 
verify them from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

b) After Test step 4, the DUT must have the ability to process encrypted packets with SCI. 
There must not be any ‘No SC’ error reported on DUT, which can be verified by observing 
the MACsec statistics at DUT. 

c) After Test step 4, there should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec 
packets received on the test ports. You can verify it by using MACsec Per Port statistics, 
such as Bad ICV, Out-of-window, Unknown SA, and so on. Traffic loss, Rx throughput, and 
latency can be found out from IxNetwork Traffic Flow Statistics. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following tables: 

Table 1: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 

3 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 

4 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 

 

Table 2: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter: Traffic flow 

1 • Payload type—Custom 
• Frame size—8000 B 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

2 • Payload type—Custom 
• Frame size—IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPV4 
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Scenario 5: Impact of MACsec on forwarding efficiency (Group CA) 
The objective of this scenario is to test the impact of MACsec decryption/encryption on DUT’s 
forwarding efficiency in a group CA topology. 
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Test 5.1: MACsec processing efficiency with Layer 2 data traffic (few number of peers) 
Discussion 

This test verifies that DUT can establish secured channel in a Group CA scenario by using static SAK 
and can encrypt, decrypt and forward Layer 2 (Ethernet/VLAN) data traffic at line rate without any loss. 

Topology 

Figure 2-14 

This is a Test port1<->DUT<->Test port2 topology as shown in the preceding image. In this topology, 
two Keysight test ports, Port1 and Port2 are connected to the DUT. Test Port1 has 2 emulated MACsec 
devices that are configured under same CA named CA-1. Similarly, Test Port2 has 2 emulated MACsec 
devices that are configured under a different CA named CA-2. Test ports on both ends are sending and 
receiving encrypted MACsec data traffic through the DUT. 

Test Configuration 

1. Add two emulated MACsec devices on each test port. 

2. In the Rx Property tab, configure DUT SCI System ID, with which DUT is supposed to send 
MACsec traffic to the test device as shown in the following image: 

 

Figure 2-15 
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3. Configure same static Tx SAK in all the devices and the DUT so that a Group CA is created 
as shown in the following image: 

Figure 2-16 

4. Configure Rx SAKs in each device as shown in the following image. DUT is supposed to 
encrypt traffic with these SAKs and send to the test devices. 

Figure 2-17 

5. Configure Type of CA as Group CA—Single DUT in MACsec Global Settings tab as shown 
in the following image: 

 

Figure 2-18 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports. 

2. Configure one-to-one bidirectional Ethernet/VLAN encrypted traffic between test ports with 
the following parameters: 

o Frame size—64 B / 1518 B / 10000 B 
o Traffic rate—required line rate  
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—Ethernet: Destination MAC Address 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from Test ports over the secured connection. 
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5. After the test runs satisfactorily, re-run it with 100 % line rate traffic. 

Observable Result 

a) After Test Step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The channels 
can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

b) After Test Step 4, there should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec packets 
received on the test ports. You can verify it by using MACsec Per Port statistics such as Bad ICV, 
Out-of-window, Unknown SA, and so on. Traffic loss, Rx throughput, and latency can be found 
out from IxNetwork Traffic Flow Statistics. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 

3 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 

4 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 
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Test 5.2: MACsec processing efficiency with Layer 3 data traffic (few number of peers) 
Discussion 

This test verifies that DUT can establish secure channel in a Group CA scenario by using static SAK 
and can encrypt, decrypt and forward Layer3 (IP) data traffic at line rate without any loss. 

Topology 

Refer to the image depicted in the Topology section. 

Test Configuration 

1. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 1 to 5 in the Test-5.1 

2. Add IPv4 over MACsec and configure IPv4 address and gateway in all the emulated 
MACsec devices and DUT. 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channel. Transmit ping from test devices to 
DUT’s interface. 

2. Configure one-to-one bidirectional IPv4 encrypted traffic between test ports with the 
following parameters: 

o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing  
o Traffic rate—required line rate to start with. 
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—IPv4: Destination IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from test ports over the secured connection. 

5. After the test runs satisfactorily, re-run it with 100 % line rate traffic. 

Observable Results 

a) After Test Step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The 
channels can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

b) After Test step 2, ping should be successful between the test devices and DUT. 

c) After Test step 4, there should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec 
packets received on the test ports. You can verify it by using MACsec Per Port statistics, 
such as Bad ICV, Out-of-window, Unknown SA, and so on. Traffic loss, Rx throughput, and 
latency can be found out from IxNetwork Traffic Flow Statistics. 
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Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 

3 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 

4 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 
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Scalability testing with Static SAK 

Purpose 
Key provisioning in MACsec can be done either dynamically through MKA or by statically configuring the 
SAK. The objective here is to cover MACsec scalability tests with statically configured SAK with different 
topologies, for example, pairwise CA and group CA. It verifies DUT’s behavior with large number of 
MACsec CAs or large number of peers in a group CA. 

 

.  
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Scenario 6: MACsec behavior in large scale topology (Pairwise CA) 
The objective of this scenario is to test the impact of MACsec decryption/encryption on DUT’s 
forwarding efficiency in a pairwise CA topology. 
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Test 6.1: MACsec processing efficiency with large number of CAs 
Discussion 

This test verifies that in a pairwise CA scenario, DUT can encrypt, decrypt and forward data traffic at line 
rate without any loss for scaled scenarios like multiple traffic flows per SC, Multiple Rx SCs per DUT port, 
and so on. 

Multiple Pairwise CA on the same test port is configurable, if DUT supports multiple SC’s on the same 
port. 

Topology 

Refer to the image depicted in the Topology section. 

Test Configuration 

1. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 1 to 5 in the Test-1.1. 

2. Change the device count to 256 (or to the required scale number that is supported by DUT) 
on both test ports and configure DUT accordingly. 

3. Add IP over MACsec and configure IPv4 address and gateway in the emulated MACsec 
devices and DUT. 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channels. 

2. On successful IP connectivity establishment between DUT and emulated device, configure 
one-to-one bidirectional IPv4 encrypted traffic between test ports with the following 
parameters, such that there is a total of 256 flows per test port: 

‐ Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing  
‐ Line rate—100 %  
‐ Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
‐ Enable ingress flow tracking—IPv4: Destination IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from test ports over the secured connection. 

Observable Results 

a) After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. These channels 
can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

b) After Test step 4, there should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec packets 
received on the test ports. You can verify it by using MACsec Per Port statistics such as Bad ICV, 
Out-of-window, Unknown SA, and so on. Traffic loss, Rx throughput, and latency can be checked 
from IxNetwork Traffic Flow Statistics. 
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Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128  
• Payload type—Increment Byte 
• Frame size—1518 B 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

2 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 
• Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—8000 B 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

3 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128  
• Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—Increment Byte 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

4 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256  
• Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPV4 
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Scenario 7: MACsec behavior in large scale topology (Group CA) 
The objective of this scenario is to test the impact of MACsec decryption/encryption on DUT’s 
forwarding efficiency in a group CA topology. 
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Test 7.1: MACsec processing efficiency with large number of peers in the CA  
Discussion 

This test verifies that in a group CA scenario, the DUT can encrypt, decrypt and forward data traffic at 
line rate without any loss for scale scenarios like multiple traffic flows per SC, multiple Rx SCI per DUT 
port, and so on. 

Topology 

Refer to the image depicted in the Topology section. 

Test Configuration 

1. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 1 to 5 in the Test-5.1 

2. Change the device count to 128 (or to the required scale number that is supported by DUT) 
on both test ports and configure DUT accordingly 

3. Add IP over MACsec and configure IPv4 address and gateway in the emulated MACsec 
devices and DUT. 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channels. 

2. On successful IP connectivity establishment between DUT and emulated device, configure 
one-to-one bidirectional IPv4 encrypted traffic between test ports with the following 
parameters, such that there is a total of 128 flows (or the scale as per configuration) per test 
port: 

o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing  
o Line rate—100 %  
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—IPv4: Destination IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from test ports over the secured connection. 

Observable Results 

a) After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. These channels 
can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

b) After Test step 4, there should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec packets 
received on the test ports. You can verify it by using MACsec Per Port statistics, such as Bad ICV, 
Out-of-window, Unknown SA, and so on. Traffic loss, Rx throughput, and latency can be verified 
from IxNetwork Traffic Flow Statistics. 
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Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128  
• Payload type—Increment Byte 
• Frame size—1518 B 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

2 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 
• Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—8000 B 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

3 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128  
• Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—Increment Byte 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

4 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256  
• Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPV4 
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Functionality Testing with MKA  
Purpose 

Key provisioning in MACsec can be done either dynamically through MKA or by statically configuring the 
SAK. Here the objective is to cover MACsec functional tests with MKA-distributed SAK with different 
topologies, for example, pairwise CA and group CA. It verifies whether DUT can establish secured 
association with emulated MACsec device and successfully decrypt, encrypt and forward traffic at 
various rates without any loss. 
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Scenario 8: MKA functionality testing 
The objective of this scenario is to cover MKA functionality testing in different test topologies, for 
example, pairwise CA and group CA. MACsec frames sent by end hosts generally do not have an SCI field 
in SecTAG. In such a scenario, the receiving device uses the source MAC of the frame as System ID and 
uses default value as Port ID (0x0001) to construct the SCI. In this scenario, the test devices are 
configured as end stations and generate MACsec frames without the SCI. 
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Test 8.1 MKA session establishment in pairwise CA scenario 
Discussion 

This test verifies that DUT can establish secured channel in a pairwise CA scenario by using MKA 
(PSK) key distribution mode. This is valid when DUT supports multiple SC’s on same port. 

Topology 

 

Figure 2-19 

This is a ‘Test port1<->DUT<->Test port2’ topology as shown in the preceding image. In this topology, 
two Keysight test ports, Port1 and Port2 are connected to the DUT. Test Port1 has single emulated 
MACsec device. Similarly, Port2 has a single MACsec. Test ports on both ends are sending and 
receiving encrypted MACsec data traffic through the DUT. 

Test Configuration 

1. Add single emulated MACsecdevice along with MKA on each test port. 

2. Configure different CAK/CKN in all the emulated MACsec devices and the DUT, so that a 
Pair-wise CA is created as shown in the following image: 

 

Figure 2-20 
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3. Configure MACsec Global settings on each port as shown in the following image: 

o Type of CA: Pair-wise CA 

 

Figure 2-21 

4. Add IP over MACsec and configure IPv4 address and gateway in the emulated MACsec 
devices and DUT. 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channel.  

2. Stop all protocols in IxNetwork and update the key server priority of some of the devices in 
Test port1, such that those devices become the key server. 

3. Update key server parameters - Starting Key Number, Starting Distributed AN, and so on. 

4. Restart protocols on both the test ports. 

Observable Results 

1. After Test step 1, all MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. These 
channels can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

2. After Test step 1 and 4, all MKA sessions must establish without any session flap. The MKA 
and CA statistics can be verified from MKA Per Port statistics in IxNetwork and MKA learned 
Information for each test device. 

3. After Test step 1 and 4, there should not be any erroneous MACsec packets received on the 
test ports. You can verify it by using MACsec Per Port statistics such as Bad ICV, Out-of-
window, Unknown SA, and so on. Traffic loss, Rx throughput, and latency can be verified 
from IxNetwork Traffic Flow Statistics. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 
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Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

3 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 

4 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 
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Test 8.2: MKA session establishment in Group CA scenario 
Discussion 

This test verifies that DUT can establish secured channel in a Group CA scenario by using MKA (PSK) key 
distribution mode. 

Topology 

 

Figure 2-22 

This is a Test port1<->DUT<->Test port2 topology as shown in the preceding image. In this topology, two 
Keysight test ports, Port1 and Port2 are connected to the DUT. Test Port1 has two MACsec devices with 
MKA configured under same CA named CA-1. Similarly, Test Port2 has two MACsec devices with MKA 
configured under a different CA named CA-2. Test ports on both ends are sending and receiving 
encrypted MACsec data traffic through the DUT. 

Test Configuration 

1. Add two emulated MACsec devices with MKA on each test port. 

2. Configure same CAK/CKN in all the emulated MACsec devices and the DUT so that a Group 
CA is created as shown in the following image: 

 

Figure 2-23 

3. Configure Type of CA as Group CA – Single DUT in Global Settings > MACsec as shown 
in the following image: 
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Figure 2-24 

4. Add IP over MACsec and configure IPv4 address and gateway in the emulated MACsec 
devices and DUT. 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channel. 

2. Stop all protocols in IxNetwork and update the key server priority of a device in Test port1, 
such that the device becomes the key server. 

3. Update key server parameters - Starting Key Number, Starting Distributed AN, and so on. 

4. Restart protocols on both the test ports. 

Observable Results 

1. After Test step 1, all MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. These 
channels can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

2. After Test step 1 and 4, all MKA sessions must establish without any session flap. MKA and 
CA statistics can be verified from MKA Per Port statistics in IxNetwork and MKA learned 
Information for each test device. 

3. After Test step 1 and 4, there should not be any erroneous MACsec packets received on the 
test ports. You can verify it by using MACsec Per Port statistics such as Bad ICV, Out-of-
window, Unknown SA, and so on. Traffic loss, Rx throughput, and latency can be found out 
from IxNetwork Traffic Flow Statistics. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 

3 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 
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Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

4 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 
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Scenario 9: Impact of MACsec on forwarding efficiency (Pairwise CA) 
The objective of this scenario is to test the impact of MACsec decryption/encryption on DUT’s 
forwarding efficiency in a pairwise CA topology and SAK distributed by MKA. 
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Test 9.1: MACsec processing efficiency with Layer 2 data traffic 
Discussion 

This test verifies that DUT can establish secured channel in a pairwise CA scenario by using MKA 
(PSK) key distribution mode and can encrypt, decrypt forward Layer 2 (Ethernet/VLAN) data traffic at 
line rate without any loss. 

Topology 

Refer to the image depicted in the Topology section. 

Test Configuration 

1. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 1 to 4 in the Test-8.1. 

2. In the Tx Property tab, select the End Station check box, so that the test devices send 
MACsec frames without any SCI. 

Selecting the End Station check box automatically clears the Include SCI check box. 

 

Figure 2-25 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the tests. 

2. Configure one-to-one bidirectional Ethernet/VLAN encrypted traffic between test ports with 
the following parameters: 

o Frame size—64 B 
o Traffic rate—required line rate  
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—Ethernet: Destination MAC Address 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from test ports over the secured connection. 

5. After the test runs satisfactorily, re-run it with 100 % line rate traffic. 

Observable Results 

1. After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. These 
channels can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 
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2. After Test step 4, there should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec 
packets received on the test ports. You can verify it by using MACsec Per Port statistics, 
such as Bad ICV, Out-of-window, Unknown SA, and so on. Traffic loss, Rx throughput, and 
latency can be verified from IxNetwork Traffic Flow Statistics. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 

3 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 

4 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 
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Test 9.2: MACsec processing efficiency with Layer 3 data traffic (encrypted VLAN) 
Discussion 

This test verifies that DUT can establish secured channel in a pairwise CA scenario by using MKA 
(PSK) key distribution mode and can encrypt, decrypt and forward Layer 3 (IP) data traffic at line rate 
without any loss. 

Topology 

Refer to the image depicted in the Topology section. 

Test Configuration 

1. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 1 to 4 in the Test-8.1. 

2. Select the Enable Encrypted VLANs check box in the MACsec Basic tab as shown in the 
following image. Also, clear the Ethernet VLAN as Clear Text check box. 

 

Figure 2-26 

3. Configure the number of encrypted VLANs to be sent in the MACsec frames. Configure 
single VLAN for this test. 

 

Figure 2-27 

4. Configure encrypted VLAN info in the VLAN-1 tab as shown in following image: 

 

Figure 2-28 
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5. In the Tx Property tab, select the End Station check box, so that the test devices send 
MACsec frames without any SCI. Selecting the End Station check box automatically clears 
the Include SCI check box. 

  

Figure 2-29 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channel. Transmit ping from the test devices to 
DUT’s interface. 

2. Configure one-to-one bidirectional IPv4 encrypted traffic between test ports with the 
following parameters: 

o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing  
o Traffic rate—required line rate  
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—IPv4: Destination IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from Test ports over the secured connection. 

5. After the test runs satisfactorily, re-run it with 100 % line rate traffic. 

Observable Results 

1. After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The 
channels can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

2. After Test step 1, all MKA sessions must establish without any flap. MKA statistics can be 
verified from MKA Per Port statistics in IxNetwork. 

3. Ping must be successful between test devices and DUT. 

4. After Test step 4, there should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec 
packets received on the test ports. You can verify it by using MACsec Per Port statistics 
such as Bad ICV, Out-of-window, Unknown SA, and so on. Traffic loss, Rx throughput, and 
latency can be verified from IxNetwork Traffic Flow Statistics. 
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Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 

3 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 

4 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 
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Scenario 10: Processing of MACsec traffic with Clear Text VLAN (Pairwise CA) 
The objective of this scenario is to test DUT’s capability of processing MACsec frames with clear text 
VLAN. Clear text VLAN refers to VLAN, which is placed before the SecTAG of MACsec frames, 
therefore is not encrypted. The 802.1Q shown in the following image refers to clear text VLAN. There 
may by multiple 802.1Q headers sent as clear text in MACsec frames. 
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Test 10.1: Transmit/receive traffic with clear text VLAN 
Discussion 

This test verifies that in a pairwise CA scenario, DUT can decrypt, encrypt and forward data traffic with 
single or multiple clear text VLANs at line rate without any loss. 

Topology 

Refer to the image depicted in the Topology section. 

Test Configuration 

1. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 1 to 3 in the Test-8.1. 

2. Add IP over MACsec and configure IPv4 address and gateway in the emulated MACsec 
devices and DUT. 

3. Configure and enable VLANs in the Ethernet stack over which MACsec is configured. If 
more than one clear text VLANs must be sent, configure those many VLANs in Ethernet. 

 

Figure 2-30 

4. Select Ethernet VLAN as Clear Text’ in MACsec. On selecting this check box, all the 
VLAN’s that are configured in Ethernet (previous step) goes as clear text VLAN in the 
MACsec frames that are generated by the test devices. Ensure that you have cleared the 
Enable Encrypted VLANs check box. 

 

Figure 2-31 
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5. Configure Rx SecTAG Offset as 16 in Global Settings > MACsec, as shown in the 
following image. If the number of clear text VLANs is more than one, the offset must be 
(12+4*N), where N is the number of clear text VLAN’s that are configured. 

 

Figure 2-32 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channel. Transmit ping from test devices to 
DUT’s interface. 

2. Configure one-to-one bidirectional IPv4 encrypted traffic between test ports with the 
following parameters: 

o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing  
o Traffic rate—required line rate to start with 
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—IPv4: Destination IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from Test ports over the secured connection. 

5. After the test runs successfully, re-run it with 100 % line rate traffic. 

Observable Results 

a) After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The channels 
can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

b) After Test step 4, there should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec packets 
received on the test ports. You can verify it by using MACsec Per Port statistics, such as Bad ICV, 
Out-of-window, Unknown SA, and so on. Traffic loss, Rx throughput, and latency can be verified 
from IxNetwork Traffic Flow Statistics. 
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Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128  
• Payload type—Increment Byte 
• Frame size—64-1518 B Incrementing 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

2 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 
• Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—Custom IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPv6 
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Scenario 11: Processing of MACsec traffic with non-zero confidentiality offset (Pairwise CA) 
The objective of this scenario is to test DUT’s capability of processing MACsec frames with non- zero 
confidentiality offset and forward without any loss in a pairwise CA topology. The keys are distributed by 
MKA and the confidentiality offset information is decided by the key server of the CA. Confidentiality 
offset in the encrypted traffic may be as follows. 

• 0 - No Confidentiality offset. The entire payload after SecTAG is encrypted. This is the 
default case. 

• 30 - The first 30 bytes of the payload after SecTAG are unencrypted. 

• 50 - The first 50 bytes of the payload after SecTAG are unencrypted. 

MACsec XPN cipher suites do not support non-zero confidentiality offsets. 
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Test 11.1: Transmit/receive traffic with non-zero confidentiality offset (DUT non-key server) 
Discussion 

This test verifies that DUT can learn the confidentiality offset as advertised by the key server in each CA 
and apply that while decrypting decrypt, encrypt and forward data traffic with non-zero confidentiality 
offset at line rate without any loss. 

Topology 

Refer to the image depicted in the Topology section. 

Test Configuration 

1. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 1 to 4 in the Test-8.1. 

2. Configure Key server priority as 0x00 on the emulated MACsec device (so that it is elected 
as key server) as shown in the following image: 

 

Figure 2-33 

3. Configure Confidentiality offset 30 in MKA Key Server Attributes as shown in the following 
image: 

 

Figure 2-34 
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Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports. 

2. Configure one-to-one bidirectional Ethernet/VLAN encrypted traffic between test ports with 
the following parameters: 

o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing 
o Traffic rate—required line rate  
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—IPv4: Destination IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from Test ports over the secured connection. 

5. After the test runs satisfactorily, re-run it with 100 % line rate traffic. 

Observable Result 

1. After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The 
channels can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

2. The DUT must learn the confidentiality offset as received from the Keysight key servers 
through MKPDUs. 

3. After Test step 4, the DUT must be able to process the encrypted traffic with confidentiality 
offset 30. 

4. After Test step 4, there should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec 
packets received on the test ports. It can be verified by using Bad ICV, Out-of-window, 
Unknown SA, statistics counter in MACsec Per Port, Per Session drill-down statistics and 
Loss % from Traffic Flow Statistics in IxNetwork. 
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Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128  
• Payload type—Increment Byte 
• Frame size—64-1518 B Incrementing 
• Traffic type—IPv4 
• Confidentiality offset—30 

2 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 
• Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—Custom IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPv6 
• Confidentiality offset—50 
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Test 11.2: Transmit/receive traffic with non-zero confidentiality offset (DUT key server) 
Discussion 

This test verifies that DUT can decrypt, encrypt and forward data traffic with non-zero confidentiality 
offset at line rate without any loss.  

Topology 

Refer to the image depicted in the Topology section. 

Test Configuration 

1. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 1 to 4 in the Test-8.1. 

2. Configure Key server priority higher than that on the DUT, so that the DUT is selected as the 
key server. Also, configure matching MACsec Capability to support integrity with 
confidentiality offset on test devices and DUT. 

 

Figure 2-35 

3. Configure Confidentiality offset 30 in DUT. 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports. 

2. Configure one-to-one bidirectional Ethernet/VLAN encrypted traffic between test ports with 
the following parameters: 

o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing 
o Traffic rate—required line rate  
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—IPv4: Destination IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from test ports over the secured connection. 

5. After the test runs satisfactorily, re-run it with 100 % line rate traffic. 

Observable Result 

a) After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The channels 
can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

b) The DUT must advertise the confidentiality offset through MKPDUs. 
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c) After Test step 4, the DUT must be able to process the encrypted traffic with confidentiality 
offset 30. 

d) After Test step 4, there should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec packets 
received on the test ports. It can be verified by using Bad ICV, Out-of-window, Unknown SA, 
statistics counter in MACsec Per Port, Per Session drill-down statistics and Loss % from Traffic 
Flow Statistics in IxNetwork. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128  
• Payload type—Increment Byte 
• Frame size—64-1518 B Incrementing 
• Traffic type—IPv4 
• Confidentiality offset—30 

2 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 
• Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—Custom IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPv6 
• Confidentiality offset—50 
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Scenario 12: Processing of MACsec traffic with SCI (Pairwise CA) 
MACsec SecTAG includes an optional 8 bytes SCI field comprising a 6 bytes System ID and a 2 bytes 
Port ID. A MACsec device uses the SCI to map the incoming MACsec frames with the receive SC. In 
this scenario, the test devices are configured to include SCI in the SecTAG of MACsec frames. The 
objective is to test behavior of DUT when it receives MACsec frames with SCI info at 100 % line rate. 
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Test 12.1: Decryption of MACsec traffic with SCI 
Discussion 

This test verifies that the DUT can properly decrypt data traffic with SCI included in the MACsec frames 
and forward at line rate without any loss. 

Topology 

Refer to the image depicted in the Topology section. 

Test Configuration 

1. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 1 to 4 in the Test-8.1. 

2. Maintain the default configuration, where the End Station check box is cleared and the Include 
SCI check box is selected. 

 

Figure 2-36 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports. 

2. Configure one-to-one bidirectional Ethernet/VLAN encrypted traffic between test ports with 
the following parameters: 

o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing 
o Traffic rate—required line rate 
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—IPv4: Destination IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from Test ports over the secured connection. 

5. After the test runs satisfactorily, re-run it with 100 % line rate traffic. 
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Observable Result 

1. After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The 
channels can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

2. After Test step 4, DUT must be able to process encrypted packets without SCI. There must 
not be any ‘No SC’ error at the DUT, which can be verified by observing the MACsec 
statistics available at DUT. 

3. After Test step 4, there should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec 
packets received on the test ports. You can verify it by using Bad ICV, Out-of-window, 
Unknown SA, statistics counter in MACsec Per Port, Per Session drill-down statistics and 
Loss % from Traffic Flow Statistics in IxNetwork. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following tables: 

Table 1: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 

3 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 

4 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 

 

Table 2: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter: Traffic flow 

1 • Payload type—Custom 
• Frame size—8000 B 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

2 • Payload type—Custom 
• Frame size—IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

3 • Payload type—Custom 
• Frame size—Increment Byte 
• Traffic type—IPv6 
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Scenario 13: Impact of MACsec on forwarding efficiency (Group CA) 
The objective of this scenario is to test the impact of MACsec decryption/encryption on DUT’s 
forwarding efficiency in a group CA topology and SAK distributed by MKA. 
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Test 13.1: MACsec processing efficiency with Layer 2 data traffic (few number of peers) 
Discussion 

This test verifies that the DUT can establish secured channel in a Group CA scenario by using MKA 
(PSK) key distribution mode and can encrypt, decrypt forward Layer2 (Ethernet/VLAN) data traffic at line 
rate without any loss. 

Topology 

 

Figure 2-37 

This is a ‘Test Port1<->DUT<->Test Port2’ topology as shown in the preceding image. In this topology, 
two Keysight test ports, Port1 and Port2 are connected to the DUT. Test Port1 has two MACsec devices 
with MKA configured under same CA named CA-1. Similarly, Test Port2 has two MACsec devices with 
MKA configured under a different CA named CA-2. Test ports on both ends are sending and receiving 
encrypted MACsec data traffic through the DUT. 

Test Configuration 

1. Add two emulated MACsec devices along with MKA on each test port. 

2. Configure same CAK/CKN in all the emulated MACsec devices and the DUT so that a Group 
CA is created as shown in the following image: 

 

Figure 2-38 
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3. Configure Type of CA as Group CA – Single DUT in Global Settings > MACsec as shown in 
the following image: 

 

Figure 2-39 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports. 

2. Configure one-to-one bidirectional Ethernet/VLAN encrypted traffic between test ports with 
the following parameters: 

o Frame size—64 B 
o Traffic rate—required line rate  
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—Ethernet: Destination MAC Address 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from test ports over the secured connection. 

5. After the test runs satisfactorily, re-run it with 100 % line rate traffic. 

Observable Result 

a) After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The channels 
can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

b) After Test step 4, there should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec packets 
received on the test ports. You can verify it by using Bad ICV, Out-of-window, Unknown SA 
statistics counter in MACsec Per Port, Per Session drill-down statistics and Loss % from Traffic 
Flow Statistics in IxNetwork. 
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Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 

3 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 

4 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 
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Test 13.2: MACsec processing efficiency with Layer 3 data traffic (few number of peers) 
Discussion 

This test verifies that DUT can establish secured channel in a Group CA scenario by using MKA (PSK) 
key distribution mode and can encrypt, decrypt and forward Layer3 (IP) data traffic at line rate without 
any loss. 

Topology 

Refer to the image in the Topology section. 

Test Configuration 

1. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 1 to 3 in the Test-13.1. 

2. Add IP over MACsec and configure IPv4 address and gateway in the emulated MACsec 
devices and DUT. 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channel. Transmit ping from test devices to 
DUT’s interface. 

2. Configure one-to-one bidirectional IPv4 encrypted traffic between test ports with the 
following parameters: 

o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing 
o Traffic rate—required line rate 
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—IPv4: Destination IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from test ports over the secured connection. 

5. After the test runs satisfactorily, re-run it with 100 % line rate traffic. 

Observable Results 

1. After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The 
channels can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

2. After Test step 1, all MKA sessions must establish without any flap. MKA and Group CA 
statistics can be verified from MKA Per Port statistics in IxNetwork. 

3. Ping must be successful between test devices and DUT. 

4. After Test step 4, there should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec 
packets received on the test ports. You can verify it by using MACsec Per Port statistics, 
such as Bad ICV, Out-of-window, Unknown SA, and so on. Traffic loss, Rx throughput, and 
latency can be verified from IxNetwork Traffic Flow Statistics. 
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Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 

3 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 

4 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 
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Scenario 14: Processing of MACsec traffic without SCI (Group CA) 
Key distribution in MACsec can be performed either dynamically through MKA or by statically 
configuring the SAK. Here the objective is to test with dynamic key provisioning through MKA (PSK) in a 
Group CA configuration. 
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Test 14.1: Decryption of MACsec traffic without SCI 
Discussion 

This test verifies that DUT can decrypt, encrypt and forward data traffic with non-zero confidentiality 
offset at line rate without any loss. 

Topology 

Refer to the image in the Topology section. 

Test Configuration 

1. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 1 to 3 in the Test-13.1. 

2. Add IP over MACsec and configure IPv4 address and gateway in the emulated MACsec 
devices and DUT. 

3. Configure the devices as End Station, as shown in Figure 2-40, so that they generate 
MACsec frames without SCI. 

 

Figure 2-40 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports. 

2. Configure one-to-one bidirectional Ethernet/VLAN encrypted traffic between test ports with 
the following parameters: 

o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing 
o Traffic rate—required line rate  
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—IPv4: Destination IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from test ports over the secured connection. 

5. After the test runs successfully, re-run it with 100 % line rate traffic. 
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Observable Result 

1. After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The 
channels can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

2. After Test step 4, DUT must be able to process encrypted packets without SCI. There must 
not be any ‘No SC’ error at the DUT, which can be verified by observing the MACsec 
statistics at the DUT. 

3. After Test step 4, there should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec 
packets received on the test ports. You can verify it by using Bad ICV, Out-of-window, 
Unknown SA, statistics counter  in MACsec Per Port, Per Session drill-down statistics and 
Loss % from Traffic Flow Statistics in IxNetwork. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following tables: 

Table 1: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 

3 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 

4 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 

 
Table 2: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter: Traffic flow 

1 • Payload type—Custom 
• Frame size—8000 B 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

2 • Payload type—Custom 
• Frame size—IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPV4 
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Scalability testing with MKA 

Purpose 
Key provisioning in MACsec can be performed either dynamically through MKA or by statically 
configuring the SAK. Here the objective is to cover MACsec scalability tests with MKA-distributed SAK 
with different topologies, for example, pairwise CA and group CA. It verifies the DUT’s behavior with 
large number of MACsec CAs or large number of peers in a group CA. 
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Scenario 15: MACsec behavior in large scale topology (Pairwise CA) 
The objective of this scenario is to test the impact of MACsec decryption/encryption on DUT’s 
forwarding efficiency in a pairwise CA topology. 
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Test 15.1: MACsec processing efficiency with large number of CAs 
Discussion 

This test verifies that the DUT can encrypt, decrypt and forward data traffic at line rate without any traffic 
loss for scaled configuration like multiple traffic flows per SC, Multiple Rx SCI per port in DUT, and at 
the same time maintain the pairwise CA with multiple peers. 

Multiple Pairwise CA on the same test port is configurable when DUT supports multiple SC’s on same 
port. 

Topology 

Refer to the image in the Topology section. 

Test Configuration 

1. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 1 to 4 in the Test-8.1. 

2. Add IP over MACsec and configure IPv4 address and gateway in the emulated MACsec 
devices and DUT. 

3. Change the device count to 128 (or to the required scale number that is supported by DUT) 
on both test ports and configure DUT accordingly. 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channels. 

2. On successful IP connectivity establishment between DUT and emulated device, configure 
one-to-one bidirectional IPv4 encrypted traffic between test ports with the following 
parameters, such that there would be a total of 128 flows per test port: 

o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing  
o Line rate—100 %  
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—IPv4: Destination IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from test ports over the secured connection. 

Observable Results 

1. After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The 
channels can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

2. After Test step 4, there should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec 
packets received on the test ports. You can verify by using MACsec Per Port statistics, such 
as Bad ICV, Out-of-window, Unknown SA, and so on. Traffic loss, Rx throughput, and 
latency can be verified from IxNetwork Traffic Flow Statistics. 
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Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 
• Payload type—Increment Byte 
• Frame size—1518 B 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

2 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 
• Payload type—Custom 
• Frame size—10000 B 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

3 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 
• Payload type—Custom 
• Frame size—Increment Byte 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

4 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 
• Payload type—Custom 
• Frame size—IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPV4 
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Scenario 16: MACsec behavior in large scale topology (Group CA) 
The objective of this scenario is to test the impact of MACsec decryption/encryption on DUT’s 
forwarding efficiency in a group CA topology. 
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Test 16.1: MACsec processing efficiency with large number of peers in the CA 
Discussion 

This test verifies that DUT can encrypt, decrypt and forward data traffic at line rate without any loss for 
scale scenarios like multiple traffic flows per SC, multiple Rx SCI per DUT port, and so on. 

Topology 

Refer to the image in the Topology section. 

Test Configuration 

1. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 1 to 4 in the Test-8.2. 

2. Change the device count to 96 (or to the required scale number that is supported by DUT) 
on both test ports and configure DUT accordingly. 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channels. 

2. On successful IP connectivity establishment between DUT and emulated device, configure 
one-to-one bidirectional IPv4 encrypted traffic between test ports with the following 
parameters, such that there is a total of 128 flows per test port: 

o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing 
o Line rate—100 %  
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—IPv4: Destination IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from test ports over the secured connection. 

Observable Results 

1. After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The 
channels can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

2. After Test step 4, there should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec 
packets received on the test ports. You can verify it by using MACsec Per Port statistics, 
such as Bad ICV, Out-of-window, Unknown SA, and so on. Traffic loss, Rx throughput, and 
latency can be verified from IxNetwork Traffic Flow Statistics. 
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Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128  
• Payload type—Increment Byte 
• Frame size—1518 B 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

2 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 
• Payload type—Custom 
• Frame size—8000 B 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

3 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 
• Payload type—Custom 
• Frame size—Increment Byte 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

4 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 
• Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPV4 
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Impact of rekey on forwarding 

Purpose 
To verify that DUT maintains secured connection with emulated MACsec device and successfully 
decrypt, encrypt and forward traffic without loss when key change event (rekey) happens. 
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Scenario 17: Impact of rekey on forwarding efficiency (Static SAK and Group CA) 
Key distribution in MACsec can be either dynamically through MKA or by statically configuring the SAK. 
Here the objective is to test with static SAK provisioning in a Group CA configuration. 
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Test 17.1: Impact of Rekey (PN exhaustion) on DUT (non-key server) 
Discussion 

This test verifies that DUT can handle key change event initiated by emulated MACsec device on PN 
exhaustion without any packet drop at line rate traffic. 

Topology 

 

Figure 2-41 

This is a ‘Test port1<->DUT<->Test port2 topology as shown in the preceding image. In this topology, 
two Keysight test ports, Port1 and Port2 are connected to the DUT. Test Port1 has two MACsec devices 
that are configured under same CA named CA-1. Similarly, Port2 has two MACsec devices that are 
configured under a different CA named CA-2. Test Ports on both ends are sending and receiving 
encrypted MACsec data traffic through the DUT. 

Test Configuration 

1. Add two emulated MACsec devices on each Test Port and configure IPv4 over MACsec. 

2. Configure Tx SAK Pool size as 4 on each Test Port such that each emulated device has 4 
static SAK along with Starting PN / XPN value and Rekey Mode as shown in the following 
image. Larger value of Starting PN / XPN results in shorter rekey interval. 

 

Figure 2-42 
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3. Configure 4 different Tx SAK for each device (SAK1, SAK2, SAK3, SAK4) on each emulated 
MACsec device as shown in the following image: 

 

Figure 2-43 

4. In the Rx Property tab configure DUT SCI System ID, with which DUT is supposed to send 
MACsec traffic to the test device as shown in the following image: 

 

Figure 2-44 

5. Configure Rx SAKs in each device as shown in the following image. The DUT is supposed to 
encrypt traffic with these SAKs and send to the test devices. 

 

Figure 2-45 

6. Add IPv4 over MACsec and configure IPv4 address and gateway in all the emulated 
MACsec devices and DUT. 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channels. 

2. On successful IP connectivity establishment between DUT and test devices, configure one-
to-one bidirectional IPv4 encrypted traffic between test ports with the following parameters: 

o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing 
o Line rate—100 % 
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o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—IPv4: Destination IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from Test Port over the secured connection and let the traffic continue 
to run for some time. Rekey is automatically triggered by emulated MACsec device on PN 
exhaust. 

Observable Results 

a) After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The channels 
can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

b) After Test step 4, The Tx devices must start sending data traffic with SAK1 for each device and 
AN 0. After MAX PN value (for example, 2^32-1 in non XPN mode) is reached, PN resets to 
Starting PN value in data traffic. Tx device switches next configured key and sends data traffic 
with SAK2 with AN 1 and so on. 

c) After Test step 4, while data traffic is being sent and a key change event occurs; there must not 
be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec packets received on the test ports. You can 
verify it by using Bad ICV, Out-of-window, Unknown SA, statistics counter in MACsec Per Port, 
Per Session drill-down statistics and Loss % from Traffic Flow Statistics in IxNetwork. 

d) DUT must be able to receive and install the new key and gracefully handle key change event 
throughout the entire duration of traffic transmission. DUT must set Tx, Rx bit for the latest key 
in MKPDUs and unset the Tx, Rx bit for the old key. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following tables. 

Table 1: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 

3 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 

4 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 
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Table 2: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter: Traffic Flow 

1 • Payload type—Increment Byte 
• Frame size—1518 B 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

2 • Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—8000 B 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

3 • Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—Increment Byte 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

4 • Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPV4 
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Scenario 18: Impact of rekey on forwarding efficiency (MKA and Group CA) 
Key distribution in MACsec can be either dynamically through MKA or by statically configuring the SAK. 
Here the objective is to test with dynamic key provisioning through MKA (PSK) in a Group CA 
configuration. 
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Test 18.1: Impact of Rekey (PN exhaustion) on DUT (non-key server) 
Discussion 

This test verifies that DUT can continue to maintain secured Group CA with emulated MACsec devices 
by using MKA(PSK) key distribution mode and properly handle key change event initiated by IxNetwork 
MKA key server device without any packet drop at line rate traffic. 

Key change can be triggered from IxNetwork through the following ways: 

• Method 1: Rekey on reaching Rekey Threshold PN value in MKA. 

This method works in conjunction with Starting PN value in the emulated MACsec device. After the 
PN value in data traffic matched the configured Rekey Threshold PN value, IxNetwork MKA key 
server triggers a key change event. 

• Method 2: Rekey on join/leave of members from a CA. 

Key Change event can be triggered from IxNetwork by Stop/Start action on emulated device in a CA. 
This action simulates join/leave of members from a CA and IxNetwork MKA key server in a CA 
initiates rekey on each such event. 

• Method 3: Timer based Rekey. 

Key Change event can be triggered periodically from IxNetwork MKA key server through a 
configurable timer interval. Key change event can be triggered either continuously or for a fixed count 
of attempts. 

Topology 

 

Figure 2-46 

This is a ‘Test port1<->DUT<->Test port2’ topology as shown in the preceding image. In this topology, 
two Keysight test ports, Port1 and Port2 are connected to the DUT. Test Port1 has two MACsec devices 
with MKA configured under same CA named CA-1. Similarly, Test Port2 has two MACsec devices with 
MKA configured under a different CA named CA-2. Test Ports on both ends are sending and receiving 
encrypted MACsec data traffic through the DUT. 
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Test Configuration 

1. Add two emulated MACsec devices with MKA on each Test Port and configure IPv4 over 
MACsec. 

2. Configure IPv4 address and gateway in all the emulated MACsec devices. 

3. Configure same CAK/CKN in all the emulated MACsec devices and the DUT so that a Group 
CA is created as shown in the following image: 

 

Figure 2-47 

4. Configure Type of CA as Group CA—Single DUT in MACsec Global Settings as shown in 
the following image: 

 

Figure 2-48 

5. Configure Key Server Priority 0x00 for one of the emulated MACsec device, so that it is 
selected as key server as shown in the following image: 

 

Figure 2-49 
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6. Configure Cipher Suite and accordingly set Rekey Threshold PN/XPN in the IxNetwork 
MKA device as shown in the following image: 

 

 

Figure 2-50 

7. Configure Starting PN / XPN value in emulated MACsec device as shown in the following 
image. Large Starting PN / XPN value results in shorter rekey interval. 

 

Figure 2-51  

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channels. 

2. On successful IP connectivity establishment between DUT and emulated device, configure 
one-to-one bidirectional IPv4 encrypted traffic between test ports with the following 
parameters: 

o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing 
o Line rate—100 %  
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—Ethernet: Destination MAC Address / IPv4: Destination 

IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from test port over the secured connection. 
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Observable Results 

a) After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The channels 
can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

b) After Test step 4, the test ports must start sending data traffic with Key 1 for each device and AN 
0. After the configured Rekey Threshold value is reached in data packets, PN resets to Starting 
PN value in data traffic. Tx device switches to new key and send data traffic with new key and 
next AN value, and so on. 

c) After Test step 4, while data traffic is being sent and a key change event occurs; there must not 
be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec packets received on the test ports. You can 
verify it by using MACsec Per Port statistics, such as Bad ICV, Out-of-window, Unknown SA, and 
so on. Traffic loss, Rx throughput, and latency can be found out from IxNetwork Traffic Flow 
Statistics. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following tables: 

Table 1: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 

3 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 

4 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 

 

Table 2: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter : Traffic flow 

1 • Payload type—Increment Byte 
• Frame size—1518 B 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

2 • Payload type—Custom 
• Frame size—8000 B 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

3 • Payload type—Custom 
• Frame size—Increment Byte 
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Iteration Id Iteration parameter : Traffic flow 

• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

4 • Payload type—Custom 
• Frame size—IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPV4 
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Test 18.2: Impact of Rekey (PN exhaustion) on DUT (key server) 
Discussion 

This test verifies that DUT can continue to maintain secured Group CA with emulated MACsec devices 
by using MKA(PSK) key distribution mode and properly handle key change event initiated by DUT, 
without any packet drop at line rate traffic. 

When DUT is the key server, key change can be triggered from IxNetwork by Stop/Start action on 
emulated device in a CA. This action simulates join/leave of members from a CA and DUT initiates 
rekey on each such event. 

Topology 

Refer to the image in the Topology section. 

Test Configuration 

Refer to the Test Configuration steps 1 to 4 in the Test-18.1. 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channels. 

2. On successful IP connectivity establishment between DUT and emulated device, configure 
one-to-one bidirectional IPv4 encrypted traffic between test ports with the following 
parameters: 

o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing  
o Line rate—100 %  
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—Ethernet: Destination MAC Address / IPv4: Destination 

IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from test port over the secured connection. 

5. Perform Stop/Start action on some of the emulated devices in the CA, while data traffic is 
still transmitting. 

Observable Results 

1. After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The 
channels can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

2. After Test step 4, the test ports must start sending data traffic with Key and AN received 
from DUT.  

3. After Test step 5, when a stop or start action is performed on member of a CA, the DUT 
must trigger key change event for that CA. The new SAK and other CA parameters for each 
device can be verified from MKA Per Device learned information in IxNetwork. 
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4. After Test step 5, the test ports must start sending data traffic with the new key and AN 
received from DUT. There should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec 
packets received on the test ports. You can verify it by using Bad ICV, Out-of-window, 
Unknown SA, statistics counter in MACsec Per Port, Per Session drill-down statistics and 
Loss % from Traffic Flow Statistics in IxNetwork. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following tables: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128  
• Payload type—Increment Byte 
• Frame size—1518 B 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

2 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 
• Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—8000 B 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

3 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128  
• Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—Increment Byte 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

4 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256  
• Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPV4 
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Test 18.3: Impact of timer based Rekey on DUT (non-key server) 
Discussion 

This test verifies that DUT can continue to maintain secured Group CA with emulated MACsec devices 
by using MKA(PSK) key distribution mode and properly handle timer based periodic key change events 
initiated by IxNetwork MKA key server device without any packet drop at line rate traffic. 

Topology 

Refer to the figure in the Topology section. 

Test Configuration 

1. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 1 to 4 in the Test-18.1. 

2. Configure Rekey Mode as Timer Based, Rekey Behavior as Periodic Rekey Continuous / 
Fixed count, Rekey Interval and number of Rekey Attempts as applicable as shown in the 
following image: 

  

Figure 2-52 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channels. 

2. On successful IP connectivity establishment between DUT and emulated device, configure 
one-to-one bidirectional IPv4 encrypted traffic between test ports with the following 
parameters: 

o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing 
o Line rate—100 %  
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—Ethernet: Destination MAC Address / IPv4: Destination 

IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from Test Port over the secured connection. 
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Observable Results 

1. After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The 
channels can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

2. After Test step 4, the test ports must start sending data traffic with Key 1 for each device and 
AN 0. 

3. After Test step 4, while data traffic is being sent, IxNetwork MKA key server triggers periodic 
key change event either continuously or for a fixed number of attempts as per the 
configuration. 

4. On each key change event, PN resets and SAK and AN is updated in data traffic packets. 
There should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec packets received on the 
test ports, when DUT handles the traffic and updates new key. You can verify it by using Bad 
ICV, Out-of-window, Unknown SA, statistics counter in MACsec Per Port, Per Session drill-
down statistics and Loss % from Traffic Flow Statistics in IxNetwork. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following tables: 

Table 1: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 

3 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 

4 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 

 

Table 2: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter: Traffic flow 

1 • Payload type—Increment Byte 
• Frame size—1518 B 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

2 • Payload type—Custom 
• Frame size—8000 B 
• Traffic type—IPv4 
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Iteration Id Iteration parameter: Traffic flow 

3 • Payload type—Custom 
• Frame size—Increment Byte 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

4 • Payload type—Custom 
• Frame size—IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPV4 
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DUT as gateway between MACsec and Non-MACsec domain 

Purpose 
To verify that DUT maintains secured connection with emulated MACsec device and DUT’s efficiency 
while successfully receiving encrypted data traffic, decrypt and forward the same in plain-text and vice-
versa. 
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Scenario 19: Validating MACsec/Non-MACsec gateway functionality (Static SAK and Group CA) 
Key distribution in MACsec can be performed either dynamically through MKA or by statically 
configuring the SAK. Here the objective is to test with static SAK provisioning in a Group CA 
configuration. 
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Test 19.1: Forwarding efficiency in handling plain text and MACsec traffic 
Discussion 

This test verifies DUT’s traffic forwarding efficiency when it handles MACsec and plain text traffic. 

Topology 

 

Figure 2-53 

This is a ‘Test port1<->DUT<->Test port2’ topology as shown in the preceding image. In this topology, 
two Keysight test ports, Port1 and Port2 are connected to the DUT. Test Port1 has two MACsec devices 
that are configured under same CA named CA-1. Similarly, Port2 has two devices without MACsec. 
Test Port1 sends encrypted traffic to the DUT, which decrypts and forwards it to Port2 in plain text. Test 
Port2 sends plain text traffic to the DUT, which encrypts and forwards the traffic to Test port 1. 

Test Configuration 

1. Add two emulated MACsec devices on Test port1 and configure IPv4 over MACsec. Add 
non-MACsec devices with IPv4 on the other emulated port. 

2. In the Rx Property tab, configure DUT SCI System ID, with which DUT is supposed to send 
MACsec traffic to the test device as shown in the following image: 

 

Figure 2-54 
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3. Configure same static Tx SAK in all the devices in Test port1 and the DUT so that a Group 
CA is created as shown in the following image: 

 

Figure 2-55 

4. Configure Rx SAKs in each device as shown in the following image. DUT is supposed to 
encrypt traffic with these SAKs and send to the test devices. 

 

Figure 2-56 

5. Configure Type of CA as Group CA—Single DUT in Global Settings > MACsec on Test 
Port1 as shown in the following image: 

 

Figure 2-57 

6. Add IPv4 over MACsec and configure IPv4 address and gateway in all the emulated 
MACsec devices and DUT. 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channels. 

2. Configure one-to-one bidirectional IPv4 encrypted traffic between test ports, such that there 
is an encrypted traffic flow from Test Port1 to Test Port2 and a plain text traffic flow from 
Test Port2 to Test Port1, with the following parameters: 
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o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing  
o Traffic rate—required line rate to start with. 
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—IPv4: Destination IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from Test Port over the secured connection. 

Observable Results 

1. After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The 
channels can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

2. After Test step 4, DUT must receive encrypted traffic from Test Port1, decrypt and forward 
the same in plain text to Test Port2. 

3. After Test step 3, when the DUT receives plain-text traffic from Test Port1, then the DUT 
must encrypt and forward the encrypted packets to Test Port2 

4. There should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec packets received on the 
test ports. You can verify it by using Bad ICV, Out-of-window, Unknown SA, statistics 
counters in MACsec Per Port, Per Session drill-down statistics and Loss % from Traffic Flow 
Statistics in IxNetwork. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following tables: 

Table 1: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 

3 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 

4 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 
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Table 2: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter: Traffic flow 

1 • Payload type—Fixed 
• Frame size—64 B 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

2 • Payload type—Fixed  
• Frame size—96 B 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

3 • Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—Increment Byte 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

4 • Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPV4 
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Scenario 20: Validating MACsec/Non-MACsec gateway functionality (MKA and Group CA) 
Key distribution in MACsec can be performed either dynamically through MKA or by statically 
configuring the SAK. Here the objective is to test with dynamic key provisioning through MKA (PSK) in a 
Group CA configuration. 
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Test 20.1: Forwarding efficiency in handling plain text and MACsec traffic 
Discussion 

This test verifies DUT’s traffic forwarding efficiency when it handles MACsec and plain text traffic. 

Topology 

 

Figure 2-58 

This is a ‘Test port1<->DUT<->Test port2’ topology as shown in the preceding image. In this topology, 
two Keysight test ports, Port1 and Port2 are connected to the DUT. Test Port1 has two MACsec devices 
with MKA configured under same CA named CA-1. Similarly, Test Port2 has two non-MACsec devices. 
Test Port1 sends encrypted through the DUT, which decrypts and then forwards the traffic to Test Port2 
in plain text. Test Port2 sends plain text data traffic through the DUT, which encrypts and forwards the 
same to Test Port1. 

Test Configuration 

1. Add two MACsec devices with MKA on Test Port1 and configure IPv4 over MACsec. Add 
non-MACsec devices with IPv4 on the other port. 

2. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 2-6 described in Test 19.1. 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channels. 

2. Configure one-to-one bidirectional IPv4 encrypted traffic between test ports, such that there 
is an encrypted traffic flow from Test Port1 to Test Port2 and a plain text traffic flow from 
Test Port2 to Test Port1, with the following parameters: 

o Frame size—Fixed / Incrementing  
o Traffic rate—required line rate to start with. 
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
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o Enable ingress flow tracking—IPv4: Destination IP 

3. Generate and apply the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from Test Port over the secured connection. 

Observable Results 

1. After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The 
channels can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

2. After Test step 4, DUT must receive encrypted traffic from Test Port1, decrypt and forward 
the same in plain text to Test Port2. 

3. After Test step 3, when the DUT receives plain-text traffic from Test Port1, then the DUT 
must encrypt and forward the encrypted packets to Test Port2. 

4. There should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec packets received on the 
test ports. You can verify it by using Bad ICV, Out-of-window, Unknown SA, statistics 
counters in MACsec Per Port, Per Session drill-down statistics and Loss % from Traffic Flow 
Statistics in IxNetwork. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following tables: 

Table 1: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 

3 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 

4 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 

 

Table 2: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter: Traffic flow 

1 • Payload type—Fixed Byte 
• Frame size—64 B 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

2 • Payload type—Fixed  
• Frame size—96 B 
• Traffic type—IPv4 
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Iteration Id Iteration parameter: Traffic flow 

3 • Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—Increment Byte 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

4 • Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPV4 
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Mix of MACsec and non-MACsec traffic handling 

Purpose 
To verify that DUT maintains secured connection with the emulated MACsec device and receive, 
process, and forward combined MACsec and non-MACsec traffic on the same port. 
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Scenario 21: Mix of MACsec and non-MACsec traffic handling by DUT (Static SAK and Group 
CA) 
Key distribution in MACsec can be performed either dynamically through MKA or by statically 
configuring the SAK. Here the objective is to test with static SAK provisioning in a Group CA 
configuration. 
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Test 21.1: Simultaneous MACsec/non-MACsec forwarding capability 
Discussion 

This test verifies that DUT can establish secure association with emulated device by using Static SAK 
and gracefully handle and process simultaneous MACsec and non-MACsec traffic on a controlled and 
uncontrolled port instance on the same physical port. 

Topology 

 

Figure 2-59 

This is a ‘Test port1<->DUT<->Test port2 topology as shown in the preceding image. In this topology, 
two Keysight test ports, Port1 and Port2 are connected to the DUT. Test Port1 has two MACsec devices 
that are configured under same CA named CA-1. Similarly, Test Port2 has two MACsec devices that are 
configured under a different CA named CA-2. Test Port1 sends and encrypted and non-encrypted data 
traffic through the DUT to Test Port2. 

Test Configuration 

Refer to the Test Configuration steps in Test 19.1. 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports. 

2. Configure one-to-one unidirectional traffic between test ports with the following parameters, 
such that there are 2 flows per device: 

Profile 1—Encrypted Layer 2 traffic over MACsec endpoints: 

o Frame size—Incrementing with range as required 
o Traffic rate—required line rate  
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—Ethernet: Destination MAC Address 
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Profile 2—Non MACsec Layer 2 traffic between over Ethernet endpoints: 

o Frame size—64 B / 1518 B / 10000 B 
o Traffic rate—required line rate  
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—Ethernet: Destination MAC Address 

3. Generate and apply all the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from Test Ports. 

Observable Results 

1. After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The 
channels can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

2. After Test step 4, the DUT must receive encrypted traffic and non-encrypted traffic from Test 
Port1, process it accordingly, and forward to Test Port2. 

3. There should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec packets received on 
Test Port2. You can verify it by using Bad ICV, Out-of-window, Unknown SA, statistics 
counter in MACsec Per Port, Per Session drill-down statistics and Loss % from Traffic Flow 
Statistics in IxNetwork. Plain text traffic statistics can be verified form Traffic Item Statistics 
and Flow Statistics in IxNetwork. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following tables: 

Table 1: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 

3 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128 

4 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 
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Table 2: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 • Payload type—Increment Byte 
• Frame size—1518 B 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

2 • Payload type—Custom 
• Frame size—10000 B 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

3 • Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—Increment Byte 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

4 • Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPV4 
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Scenario 22: Mix of MACsec and non-MACsec traffic handling by DUT (MKA and Group CA) 
Key distribution in MACsec can be performed either dynamically through MKA or by statically 
configuring the SAK. Here the objective is to test with dynamic key provisioning through MKA (PSK) in a 
Group CA configuration. 
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Test-22.1: Simultaneous MACsec/non-MACsec forwarding capability 
Discussion 

This test verifies that DUT can establish secure association with emulated device by using MKA(PSK) key 
distribution mode and gracefully handle and process simultaneous MACsec and non-MACsec traffic on 
the same port. 

Topology 

 

This is a ‘Test port1<->DUT<->Test port2’ topology as shown in the preceding image. In this topology, 
two Keysight test ports, Port1 and Port2 are connected to the DUT. Test Port1 has two MACsec devices 
that are configured under same CA named CA-1. Similarly, Test Port2 has two MACsec devices that are 
configured under a different CA named CA-2. Test Port1 is sending an encrypted and non-encrypted 
data traffic through the DUT to Test Port 2. 

Test Configuration 

1. Add two MACsec devices with MKA on Test Port1 and configure IPv4 over MACsec. Add 
non-MACsec devices with IPv4 on the other port. 

2. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 2-6 described in Test 19.1. 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports. 

2. Configure one-to-one unidirectional traffic between test ports with the following parameters, 
such that there are two flows per device: 

Profile 1—Encrypted Layer2 traffic over MACsec endpoints: 

o Frame size—Incrementing with range as required 
o Traffic rate—required line rate 
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—Ethernet: Destination MAC Address 
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Profile 2—Non MACsec Layer2 traffic between over Ethernet endpoints: 

o Frame size—64 B / 1518 B / 10000 B 
o Traffic rate—required line rate 
o Payload mode—custom / Increment Byte payload 
o Enable ingress flow tracking—Ethernet: Destination MAC Address 

3. Generate and apply all the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from Test Ports. 

Observable Results 

1. After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The 
channels can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

2. After Test step 4, the DUT must receive encrypted traffic and non-encrypted traffic from Test 
Port1, process it accordingly and forward to Test Port2. 

3. There should not be any traffic loss observed or erroneous MACsec packets received on 
Test Port2. You can verify it by using Bad ICV, Out-of-window, Unknown SA, statistics 
counter in MACsec Per Port, Per Session drill-down statistics and Loss % from Traffic Flow 
Statistics in IxNetwork. Plain text traffic statistics can be verified form Traffic Item Statistics 
and Flow Statistics in IxNetwork. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following tables: 

Table 1: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128 

2 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 

3 Cipher suitevGCM-AES-XPN-128 

4 Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256 
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Table 2: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 • Payload type—Increment Byte 
• Frame size—1518 B 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

2 • Payload type—Custom 
• Frame size—10000 B 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

3 • Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—Increment Byte 
• Traffic type—Ethernet/VLAN 

4 • Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPV4 
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Control plane protocols over MACsec 

Purpose 
To verify DUT can establish BPG/OSPFv2 protocols session over MACsec secured connection with 
emulated MACsec devices and can handle various protocol functionalities over MACsec. 
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Scenario 23: Control plane protocols over MACsec (MKA and Pairwise CA) 
Key distribution in MACsec can be either dynamically through MKA or by statically configuring the SAK. 
Here the objective is to test with dynamic key provisioning through MKA (PSK) in a Group CA 
configuration. 
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Test 23.1: BGP operations over MACsec 
Discussion 

This test verifies that DUT can establish secure association with emulated device and can establish 
BGP session over those secured associations along with handling of encrypted protocol and data traffic. 

Topology 

 

Figure 2-60 

This is a ‘Test port1<->DUT<->Test port2’ topology as shown in the preceding image. In this topology, 
two Keysight test ports, Port1 and Port2 are connected to the DUT. Test Port1 has single emulated 
MACsec device. Similarly, Port2 has single emulated MACsec device that is configured. Test Port1 
sends an encrypted protocol traffic through the DUT to port2. BGP is configured on both Test Ports and 
DUT. 

Test Configuration 

1. Add a single MACsec device on each Test Port and configure IPv4 over MACsec. 

2. Configure different CAK/CKN in all the emulated MACsec devices and the DUT so that a 
Pair-wise CA is created as shown in the following image: 

 

Figure 2-61 
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3. Configure the parameters on each port in the Global Settings > MACsec tab as shown in the 
following image: 

• Type of CA: Pair-wise CA 

 

Figure 2-62 

4. Add BGP Peer over IPv4 stack. Add IPv4 Prefix Pool with 10000 routes per BGP speaker in 
the test ports. Configure DUT IP in BGP Peer in all emulated MACsec devices as shown in 
the following image: 

 

Figure 2-63 

5. Configure BGP in the DUT with relevant parameters. 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channels. 

2. Configure one-to-one unidirectional encrypted IPv4 traffic between test ports with varying 
parameters like frame size and payload type. 
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3. Generate and apply all the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from Test Ports. 

5. Withdraw/ Re-advertise BGP routes from some of the test devices. 

Observable Results 

1. After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The 
channels can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

2. After Test step 1, BGP sessions must establish between test ports. These sessions must 
reach the test ports without any session flap and route advertisements. The sessions can be 
verified from BGP Per Port Statistics in IxNetwork. 

3. After Test step 5, the DUT must be able to handle BGP route withdraw / re-advertisement for 
a larger number of routes over the secured connection. This behavior can be verified from 
BGP Per Port, Per Session drill-down statistics in IxNetwork. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128  
• Payload type—Increment Byte 
• Frame size—1518 B 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

2 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 
• Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—8000 B 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

3 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128  
• Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—Increment Byte 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

4 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256  
• Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPV4 
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Test 23.2: OSPFv2 operations over MACsec 
Discussion 

This test verifies that DUT can establish secure association with emulated device and can establish 
OSPFv2 session over those secured associations along with handling of encrypted protocol and data 
traffic. 

Topology 

 

Figure 2-64 

This is a ‘Test port1<->DUT<->Test port2’ topology as shown in the preceding image. In this topology, 
two Keysight test ports, Port1 and Port2 are connected to the DUT. Test Port1 has single emulated 
MACsec device. Similarly, Port2 has single emulated MACsec device that is configured. Test Port1 
sends and encrypted protocol traffic through the DUT to Port2. OSPFv2 is configured on both Test Ports 
and DUT. 

Test Configuration 

1. Refer to the Test Configuration steps 1-3 in Test 23.1. 

2. Add OSPFv2 over IPv4 stack. Add a network with 10000 routes per OSPFv2 router as 
shown in the following image: 

 

Figure 2-65 
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3. Configure OSPFv2 in the DUT with relevant parameters. 

Test Steps 

1. Start protocols on both the test ports and wait for successful ARP resolution for the 
configured IP addresses over the MACsec channels. 

2. Configure one-to-one unidirectional encrypted IPv4 traffic between test ports with varying 
parameters like frame size and payload type. 

3. Generate and apply all the data traffic. 

4. Transmit data traffic from Test Ports. 

5. Withdraw/ Re-advertise OSPFv2 routes from some of the test devices. 

Observable Results 

1. After Test step 1, MACsec channels between test ports and DUT must establish. The 
channels can be verified from MACsec Per Port statistics Session up/down counter. 

2. After Test step 1, OSPFv2 sessions must establish between test ports and DUT without any 
session flap; and all OSPFv2 route advertisement must reach the test ports. The sessions 
can be verified from OSPFv2 Per Port statistics in IxNetwork 

3. After Test step 5, the DUT must be able to handle OSPFv2 route withdraw / re-
advertisement for a larger number of routes over the secured connection. This behavior can 
be verified from OSPFv2 Per Port, Per Session drill-down statistics in IxNetwork. 

Test Iterations 

This test can be iterated over different combinations of parameters as listed in the following table: 

Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

1 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-128  
• Payload type—Increment Byte 
• Frame size—1518 B 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

2 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-256 
• Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—8000 B 
• Traffic type—IPv4 

3 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-128  
• Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—Increment Byte 
• Traffic type—IPv4 
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Iteration Id Iteration parameter 

4 • Cipher suite—GCM-AES-XPN-256  
• Payload type—Custom  
• Frame size—IMIX 
• Traffic type—IPV4 
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Chapter 3: Advanced MACsec Testing 
MACsec encryption causes an increase in packet size up to 32bytes. As a result, when the DUT 
receives plain text traffic and applies MACsec encryption before forwarding it, extra bandwidth is 
required at the egress. This causes a congestion like scenario within the DUT. The test cases in this 
section cover DUT’s behavior in handling such scenarios by applying flow control mechanisms, ECN, 
and so on. Impact on both control plane and data plane are covered. 
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Scenario 24: Impact of blow up on flow prioritization, buffering and QOS 
To provide encryption service, MACsec adds 32 bytes overhead on top of a plain text packet. As a 
result, a 64 bytes plain text packet (excluding Ethernet Preamble and IFG) becomes 96 bytes after 
MACsec protection added to it. This is 1.38x enhancements in packet size on the wire. This 
phenomenon is referred as ‘blow-up in the background’ in this document. The following table gives a 
summary of impact of ‘blow up’ on different plain text packet sizes: 

Plain Text 
Pkt Size (B) 

MACsec 
Overhead (B) 

Encrypted 
Packet Size (B) 

Eth Preamble 
+ IFG (B) Blow up - % For a Single ingress port 

64 32 96 20 38 % A 100 G incoming flow becomes 138 
G at egress.  

128 32 160 20 22 %   

256 32 288 20 12 %   

512 32 544 20 6 %   

1024 32 1056 20 3 % A 100 G incoming flow becomes 103 
G at egress.   

1500 32 1532 20 2 %   

Table 1 : Packet Blowup 

As seen from Table 1 : Packet Blowup, a 64 bytes plain text packet becomes 96 bytes after MACsec 
insertion. It means, a plain text flows (of packet size 64 bytes) coming at 100Gbps line rate becomes 
138Gbps after encryption. If the link is of capacity of 100G, then it can carry plain text flow at 100G. But 
post MACsec addition, when the flow becomes 138 G, then it crosses the capacity of the physical link. 

A router can buffer these excess packets to some extent, but at some point, the router starts dropping 
excess packets because of ‘blow up in the background. The set of tests described in this section 
measures the impact of ‘blow up in the background.’ 
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Figure 3-66 : Blowing up of the ingress flows 

Referring to the preceding image, the following questions arise about the DUT’s ability to identify and 
drop the right packets/ flows. The following aspects must be measured, while making a packet drop 
decision: 

• Are the important network control packets prioritized (for not dropping) to prevent network 
disruption? (Details: Impact of blow up on control plane) 

• Are high priority flows impacted (dropped) too much over lesser priority flows? (Details: Blow 
Up Test: Impact of ‘Blow Up’ on priority flows) 

• Is the fairness maintained between the priority flows and best effort flows? After blow up, high 
propriety flows cannot throw away 100 % of the best effort flows. (Details: Blow Up Test: Impact 
of ‘Blow Up’ on flow fairness (best efforts are not ignored) 

• When egress ports have shared buffers, then is the buffer fairly shared between some ports 
with only low priority flow and some ports with only high priority flows? (Details: Blow Up Test: 
Test: Impact of ‘Blow Up’ on Ingress buffer sharing) 

• In case of an in-cast (very common in data center) is the flow priority maintained? (Details: Blow 
Up Test: Impact of ‘Blow Up’ on Incast) 

• Can ethernet flow control ensure zero packet loss when internal buffer is not able to handle any 
more packets? (Details: Blow Up Test: Impact of ‘Blow Up’ on Ethernet flow control) 
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Test 24.1: Impact of Blow Up on priority flows 
The preceding sections explained the ‘blow up’ phenomenon. ‘Blow Up’ happens within the DUT, when 
incoming plain text flows are protected by MACsec before going out through egress. To provide the 
necessary protection, a MACsec header (SecTAG) and a trailer (ICV) must be added. This addition of 
MACsec tags causes the packet to ‘blow up’ in size. Smaller the plain text packet size, higher is the 
percentage ‘blow up.’ 

This test evaluates that because of ‘blow up,’ the priority flows are not unfairly impacted by the lesser 
priority flows. The test iterates over multiple packet sizes, mixes, various priority settings, and bandwidth 
allocation across priority. 

 

Figure 3-67 : Mixed Priority Flows and MACsec ‘Blow Up’ 
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Test Steps 

This test is run with different ratios of bandwidth allocation between high and low priority flows. For 
illustration it is shown as 70:30 in the preceding image—Mixed Priority Flows and MACsec ‘Blow Up.’ 
The test must be run with different priority of flows and different egress queue configuration on the DUT. 

Perform the following steps to run the test: 

1. On the traffic Tx port (Ixia – 1) configure IPv4 address. 

2. On the traffic Rx port (Ixia MACsec – 1) enable MACsec and MKA, configure IPv4 address. 

3. Configure MKA with matching {CAK, CKN} with DUT. 

4. Configure the following IP flows originating from the non-MACsec port and destined to the 
MACsec port: 

a. Priority Traffic 1: DSCP value 5, 64 B frame size, 70 % line rate, track by destination 
IPv4 address. 

b. Priority Traffic 2: DSCP value 6, 64 B frame size, 30 % line rate, track by destination 
IPv4 address. 

c. Best Effort Traffic: DSCP value 0, 64 B frame size, 30 % line rate, track by 
destination IPv4 address. 

5. On the DUT, configure the following: 

a. Enable MKA on the port connected to the Ixia Rx port, configure {CAK, CKN} 
matching with Ixia port. 

b. Map multiple flow priorities (for example, DSCP or IP precedence or 802.1p) to a 
priority queue. Consider two DSCP priorities 5 and 6 for this test. Configure the 
minimum bandwidth available for this output queue as 100 % of the interface 
bandwidth. 

c. Map other flow priority values, for example, 0 to a best-effort queue, which is allotted 
100 % of the interface bandwidth remaining after catering the priority flows. 

6. Start all protocols on the Ixia ports and wait for the MKA/MACsec secure channels to 
establish. 

7. Iteration 1: 

a. Disable the ‘Best Effort Traffic’ and apply the two priority traffic items. Priority Traffic 
1: at 70% line rate and Priority Traffic 2: at 30 % line rate. 

b. Start traffic and verify traffic flow statistics. 

c. Stop traffic. 
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8. Iteration 2: 

a. Disable ‘Priority Traffic 2’, enable ‘Best Effort Traffic.’ 

b. Apply and start traffic. 

c. Verify traffic flow statistics. 

Expectations 

This test expects that when the DUT drops packet because of blow up, it makes a fair packet drop 
decision. 

• When both the flows are priority flows, traffic drop ratio at the egress of the DUT must be as 
per the Tx ratio of the two flows as generated by Ixia-1. 

• But when one of the flows is a priority flow and the other a best-effort flow, then there should 
not be any drop for the priority flow. This is because the DUT must ensure 100 % port 
bandwidth for the priority flow as per configuration. Based on the two iterations that are run, 
the following behavior is observed: 

o There is over all packet loss as the aggregate ingress rate is 100%, which blows up 
to 138 % at the egress for 64 B frames. 

o Iteration 1: 
- At test step 8, observe that there are packet drops for both the flows. The packet 

drop rates of the two priority flows are proportional to their incoming rate, that is, 
when ingress rate ratio: priority-flow1:priority-flow2 = 7:3., egress drop rates must 
be: priority-flow1:priority-flow2 = 7:3. 

o Iteration 2: 
- At test step 11, observe that the priority flow does not face any drop. The best-

effort flow faces maximum drop as the priority flow eats up a bandwidth equal to 
(70 x 1.38) % = 96.6 % of egress port. Only 3.4 % of egress bandwidth remains 
for the best-effort flow. 

Iteration 

QoS can be implemented in Layer 2 as well as in Layer 3. As the test deals with priority flows, it must be 
iterated over both the options. Based on the type of QoS, the test configuration differs as explained: 

• L2 QoS—QoS on layer 2 is implemented by using 802.1Q VLAN tag. The 3 bit PCP (priority 
code point) field in the VLAN header is used to carry the eight possible priority values (0 – 7) 
in data traffic flows. The priority flows that are configured in the test must be VLAN tagged 
with PCP field reflecting the priority value of the flows as per the test requirements. The DUT 
must be able to do QoS processing based on the priority values carried in the dot1q header 
of the priority flows. 

• L3 QoS: IPv4—QoS on layer 3 for IPv4 traffic is implemented by using the DSCP code point 
within the IPv4 header. When this QoS option is chosen, the priority flows defined in this test 
must be IPv4 flows with DSCP field reflecting the priority value as per test requirement. 

• L3 QoS: IPv6—QoS on layer 3 for IPv6 traffic is implemented by using Traffic Class field 
within the IPv6 header. When this QoS option is chosen, the priority flows defined in this test 
must be IPv6 flows with Traffic Class field reflecting the priority value as per the test 
requirements. 
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Test 24.2: Impact of ‘Blow Up’ on flow fairness (best efforts are not ignored) 
This test measures that because of ‘blow up,’ the bandwidth is not completely taken over by the high 
priority flows. Because of ‘blow up,’ the incoming plain text high priority flows grow with in the device 
Because of this internal growth, it must not consume 100 % bandwidth at the egress and leave no 
space for the best effort flows. Some configured minimum bandwidth (that is configured at DUT) must 
be protected for best effort flows. 

Beginning of the test Later during the test 
 

 

Figure 3-68 : Background Flow 

 

 

Figure 3-69 : High Priority and Background Flow 
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Test Steps 

1. Refer to Test Steps 1-3 in Test 24.1. 

2. Configure following IP flows originating from the non-MACsec port and destined to the 
MACsec port: 

a. Priority Traffic: DSCP value 5, 64 B frame size, 27.6 % line rate, track by destination 
IPv4 address. 

b. Best Effort Traffic: DSCP value 0, 64 B frame size, 72.4 % line rate, track by 
destination IPv4 address. 

3. On the DUT, configure following: 

a. Enable MKA on the port connected to the Ixia Rx port, configure {CAK, CKN} 
matching with Ixia port. 

b. Map flow priority (for example, DSCP or IP precedence or 802.1p) to a priority 
queue. Consider DSCP priority 5 for this test. Configure the minimum bandwidth 
available for this output queue as 70 % of the interface bandwidth. 

c. Map other flow priority values, for example, 0 to a best-effort queue, which is allotted 
100 % of the interface bandwidth remaining after catering the priority flows. 

4. Start all protocols on the Ixia ports and wait for the MKA/MACsec secure channels to 
establish. 

5. Start the ‘Best Effort Traffic.’ 

6. After some time, start the ‘Priority Traffic.’ 

7. Slowly decrease the rate of ‘Best Effort Traffic’ and increase the rate of ‘Priority Traffic.’ 

Expectations 

This test expects that at egress, the high priority ingress flow cannot eat up 100 % of egress bandwidth. 
The allocated amount for the low priority flows needs to be maintained. This can be measured by: 

• In the set up given in Figure 3-3 : Background Flow, the low priority ingress traffic (with 64 B) can 
go up to 72.4 % line rate (this blows to 100 % egress throughput). At this incoming rate, there is 
no packet drop for this flow. Now, till this point, high propriety flow has not yet started. 

• Later at the ingress, when the high priority plain text flow starts then the low priority flow starts 
experiencing packet drop at the egress. 

• As the high priority plain text flow increases, this must cause the low priority flows to drop 
further at egress as measured at Ixia-MACsec. 

• This test allows the plain text high priority flow can go as high as 50.69 % of line rate at ingress. 
To accommodate this, reduce the ingress rate of the low priority flow (sum of high and low 
priority flow rate must always be within 100). 50.69 % plain text high priority flow at ingress, 
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creates 70 % of encrypted high priority flow at the egress. This is the configured limit of high 
priority flows at egress. Rising the ingress high priority flow rate beyond 50.69 % of line rate, 
must cause the high priority plain text flow to drop. 

• At egress and the low priority encrypted flow to remain at 30 % line rate at egress. This shows 
that 30 % bandwidth is protected for encrypted low priority flows. 

Iteration 

The test must be iterated over different types of QoS implementation such as L2 QoS and L3 QoS 
(IPv4/v6). Refer to the Iteration section of the test Impact of Blow Up on priority flows for the details of 
the configuration needed for each option. 
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Test 24.3: Impact of ‘Blow Up’ on Ingress buffer sharing 
Switches or Routers provide packet buffer for ingress ports to buffer incoming packets. These buffers 
are used to queue incoming packets when the egress buffer is fully utilized, that is, egress port is 
experiencing congestion and no free space is available at the egress queue. 

To handle congestion, some devices provide dedicated buffer for each ingress port. This design has 
some limitation. If one port is less busy than others, then the available buffer (allocated for the less busy 
port) cannot be utilized by another port, which is experiencing heavy burst of incoming packets. 

The other architectures use shared ingress buffer across group of ingress ports or across all ingress 
ports. In this architecture, devices use dynamic thresholds to allocate packet buffers based on traffic 
class and QOS policies. It tries to achieve a fair allocation to all ports for both low priority and high 
priority classes. 

When MACsec is used in the data plane, ‘Blow Up’ is caused because of MACsec header injection 
(within the device) that creates congestion like situation within the device itself. In this situation, the 
device must fairly allocate the shared buffers between high priority flows and background flows. 

Shared buffer allocation is a complex process and varies from vendor to vendor. At high level buffer 
allocation is done after considering the following boundaries. These allocations can change dynamically 
by the buffer management algorithm: 

• buffer reserved for traffic per Traffic Class per Output Port 

• separate reservation of buffer for multi-destination traffic (Multicast, broadcast, and so on) 

• keep room for dynamic buffer pool 

• port utilization 

• buffer allocation must not be too deep, so that latency goes very high 

This test creates situations, where low priority flows have started before the high priority flows and the 
low priority flows have already occupied the ingress buffer significantly or fully. During the test, at some 
later point of time, the high priority flows start, and the test expects that the high priority flows must not 
experience any drop. To accommodate the high priority flows, only the low priority flows can be dropped 
from the shared ingress buffer. 
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Figure 3-70 : ‘Blow Up’ and Shared Buffer 

Test Steps 

1. Start generating low priority plain text traffic from Ixia-1 at 72.45 % line rate. The packet size 
must be 64 Bytes. 

2. Observe that Ixia MACsec-1 port receives encrypted traffic at 100G line rate. Take note of 
average latency value at this stage. Identify it as ‘latency-best.’ 

3. At Ixia-1, increase the traffic rate slowly as indicated by ‘+ x’ in the image. 

4. Note down the max value of ‘x’ for which there is no packet drop between ‘Ixia-1’ and ‘Ixia 
MACsec-1.’ This ensures that on DUT ingress port ‘in-port-1,’ the incoming traffic from Ixia-1 
is getting buffered. Max value of ‘x’ is going to give us an idea of the amount of buffer that is 
allocated. At this point, the average latency will be higher than the ‘latency-best.’ This 
difference also gives us the idea of how much buffer is used. 

5. This ‘x’ amount of traffic is creating congestion like situation within the switch because of 
‘MACsec blow-up.’ 
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6. After we find out this +x, quickly bring back Flow-1 to 72.45 % of line rate. This action 
ensures ‘+x’ amount of ingress buffer remains occupied by Flow-1. The reason being and 
72.4 % ingress rate at in-prt-1, always translates to 100 % egress rate for e-prt-5.  

7. Now, start the traffic between Ixia-2 and Ixia-MACsec-2. Till line rate of 72.45 % with packet 
size of 64 B, there must not be any traffic drop. 

8. At Ixia-2, increase the traffic rate marginally by ‘y’ amount. Find out the MAX Value of ‘y’ for 
which there is no traffic drop between ixia-2 and Ixia-MACsec-2. 

9. For max value of ‘y,’ we do not expect any traffic drop at Ixia-MACsec-1. 

10. Repeat the same for Ixia-3 and Ixia-MACsec-3 and find out the max value of ‘z’ for which 
there is no drop observed in either of the three ports. 

11. Now, start the high priority flow from Ixia-4 and 72.45 % line rate. Now, our objective is to 
find out the value of incremental line rate ‘p,’ which the switch can sustain without packet 
drop at all ports under test. 

12. Slowly increase ‘p’ higher for which Ixia-MACsec-4 does not experience any drop. To 
achieve max of ‘p,’ we may need to reduce other increments ‘x’ or ‘y’ or ‘z,’ so that Ixia-1/2/3 
does not experience any drop. This will indicate that higher share of buffer is allocated to 
high priority traffic. At no condition, the sustainable throughput rate for Ixia- 1/2/3 must never 
be less than 72.45 % of line rate. 

13. The test fails if any one of the following conditions are met: 

a. There is traffic drop between ixia-4 and Ixia-MACsec-4 at line rate lower or equal to 
72.45 % 

b. The value of ‘p’ is less than any one of ‘x’ or ‘y’ or ‘z.’ This will indicate that the high 
priority flow has got less buffer. 

14. The test passes if all the following criterion are met: 

a. The traffic across all ports are equal to or more than 72.45 % line rate. 

b. Value of ‘p’ is higher than all of ‘x,’ ‘y,’ and ‘z.’ 

15. Observation: 

a. It will be interesting to note what kind of latency high priority traffic is experiencing. If 
the high priority traffic has got highest share of buffer, its latency will be the highest. 
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Expectations 

The expectation is that the highest priority flow must have higher share of ‘shared buffer.’ This can be 
measured by the following observations, for 64 B plain text packet: 

• All the low priority flows can maintain a line rate of 72.45 % at least, that is, they do not 
experience any packet drop till 72.45 % line rate. 

• Low priority flows can achieve more than 72.45 % line rate, when there is no high propriety 
flows present. 

• High priority flow can achieve more than 72.45 % line rate. 

• At any point of time high priority flows cannot have less bandwidth than the low priority 
flows. 

Iteration 

The test must be iterated over different types of QoS implementation such as L2 QoS and L3 QoS 
(IPv4/v6). See the Iteration section of the test Impact of ‘Blow Up’ on priority flows for the details of the 
configuration needed for each option. 
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Test 24.4: Impact of ‘Blow Up’ on Incast 
Incast is very common phenomenon in data center networks. It is caused by a complex interplay 
between datacenter applications, which results in many to one communication patterns. Incast 
increases the queuing delay of flows and decreases application level throughput to far lower than the 
link bandwidth. 

The blow up in MACsec can worsen the incast. To have control over incast the following prioritization 
and congestion management must work with a high degree of accuracy. 

The following test measures how well the DUT is able to maintain the flow prioritization when ‘blow up’ 
happens within the MACsec Device and high priority flow does get their configured share of bandwidth. 

 

Figure 3-71 : MACsec and incast 

Figure 3-6 : MACsec and incast shows an incast test topology. In this topology, at egress port 60 % of 
bandwidth is reserved for high priority flows. Because of ‘blow up,’ an incoming plain text high priority 
flow (of packet size 64 B) coming at 43.5 % line rate will become a 60.07 % line rate encrypted flow with 
96 B packets. The packets blow up from 64 B to 96 B. 
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As shown in Figure 3-6 : MACsec and incast, at the beginning of the test, the best effort incoming flows 
(of packet size 64 B) coming at 72 % line rate across three ingress ports and they are destined for the 
same egress port. This creates incast for the egress port. Because of MACsec ‘blow up,’ the 72 % line 
rate incoming flows become 100 % line rate flow at the egress. Any packet drop at egress must not be 
experienced. 

Later during the test, when the high priority flows join the incast, then this test expects the high propriety 
flows to get the allocated bandwidth at egress and best effort flows to drop out. In Figure 3-6 : MACsec 
and incast, the high priority flows are indicated by the dotted line. 

So far, the key idea behind the test has been explained. The actual test must be done for multiple 
egress ports, as shown in Figure 3-7: Incast for multiple egress ports. In this setup, each ingress ports 
(in-prt-1, in-prt-2, and in-prt-3) are generating low propriety flows destined for two egress ports. Each 
ingress ports are generating flows of packet size 64 B and at 48 % line rate. Half of it is destined for 
egress port e-prt-1 and the other half is destined for egress port e-prt-2. 

The 4th ingress port in-prt-4 is receiving high propriety flows at 87 % line rate. Half of these high 
propriety flows are destined for e-prt-1 and another half is destined for e-prt-2. During the test when 
these high priority flows start, then the test expects at egress, the high priority flows must get their share 
of bandwidth at the cost of adjusting the low priority flows. 

 

Figure 3-72 : Incast for multiple egress ports 
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Test Steps 

1. On the traffic Tx ports (Ixia – 1) to (Ixia – 4), configure IPv4 address. 

2. On the traffic Rx port (Ixia MACsec – 1) and (Ixia MACsec – 2), enable MACsec and MKA, 
configure IPv4 address. 

3. Configure MKA with matching {CAK, CKN} of the DUT ports. 

4. On ports (Ixia – 1) to (Ixia – 3), configure following IP flows: 

a. Best Effort Traffic1 destined to port (Ixia MACsec – 1): DSCP value 0, 64 B frame 
size, 24 % line rate, track by destination IPv4 address. 

b. Best Effort Traffic2 destined to port (Ixia MACsec – 2): DSCP value 0, 64 B frame 
size, 24 % line rate, track by destination IPv4 address. 

5. On port (Ixia – 4), configure the following IP flows: 

a. Priority Traffic1 destined to port (Ixia MACsec – 1): DSCP value 5, 64 B frame size, 
43.5 % line rate, track by destination IPv4 address. 

b. Priority Traffic2 destined to port (Ixia MACsec – 2): DSCP value 5, 64 B frame size, 
43.5 % line rate, track by destination IPv4 address 

6. On the DUT, configure the following: 

a. Enable MKA on the port connected to the Ixia Rx port, configure {CAK, CKN} 
matching with Ixia port. 

b. Map flow prioriy (for example, DSCP or IP precedence or 802.1p) to a priority 
queue. Consider DSCP priority 5 for this test. Configure the minimum bandwidth 
available for this output queue as 60 % of the interface bandwidth. 

c. Map other flow priority values, for example, 0 to a best-effort queue, which is allotted 
100 % of the interface bandwidth remaining after catering the priority flows. 

7. Start all protocols on the Ixia ports and wait for the MKA/MACsec secure channels to 
establish. 

8. Start all the Best Effort Traffic flows from all the three ports. 

9. Observe the flows statistics received at the Ixia MACsec ports. 

10. Then start the Priority flows from port Ixia – 4. 
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Expectation 

The expectation is that though the congestion created at the egress port is because of internal 
processing (blow up) within the switch, still the QOS is maintained in an incast situation. This can be 
measured by the following measurements: 

• The high priority flows get the bandwidth as configured by the QOS. 

• All the best effort flows get equal share of remaining bandwidth. 

• This bandwidth distribution is maintained during re-key and post re-key. 

• Best effort can grow when high priority flows are not present. 

• Best effort flows shrink when high priority flows start appearing. 

• When incoming rate of best effort and high priority is more than their planned capacity then 
all flows are dropped at equal proportion. 

Iteration 

The test must be iterated over different types of QoS implementation such as L2 QoS and L3 QoS 
(IPv4/v6). Refer to the Iteration section of the test Impact of 'Blow Up' on priority flows, for the details of 
the configuration needed for each option. 
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Test 24.5: Impact of ‘Blow Up’ on Ethernet flow control (PFC) 
This test verifies that DUT is capable of ethernet flow control (PFC) ensuring zero packet loss when 
internal buffer is not able to handle any more packets because of blow up. 

Test Topology 

Ixia-1 port exchanges plain text packets to L2 DUT whereas Ixia-2 port exchanges MACsec encrypted 
packets with DUT. MACsec connectivity association (CA) between DUT and Ixia port-2 can be 
established by using static key or MKA. 

 

Figure 3-73 : Impact of ‘Blow up’ on PFC 

Test Steps 

1. Set up MACsec CA between DUT and Ixia port-2 by using static key or MKA. 

2. Send 72.4 % line rate plain text traffic from Ixia-1 port to DUT. 

3. Observe that DUT forwards encrypted traffic at 100 % line rate to Ixia-2 port. 

4. Now, slowly increase plain text traffic rate by 5 % at a time till it reaches 100 %. 

Expectation 

1. DUT continues to forward encrypted traffic at near 100 % line rate to Ixia port-2. 

2. When line rate increases more than 72.4 %, DUT must send pause frame to Ixia-1 port as 
the internal buffer starts becoming full. 

3. DUT doesn’t drop any packet. 

Iteration 

The test must be iterated over different types of QoS implementation such as L2 QoS and L3 QoS 
(IPv4/v6). These proprieties need to be mapped to PFC. The expected PFC Pause frame must carry the 
required priority value. Refer to the Iteration section of the test Impact of 'Blow Up' on priority flows, for 
the details of the configuration needed for each option. 
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Scenario 25: Impact of blow up on control plane 
Tests in this category verify that control plane protocol packets are not dropped because of DUT internal 
congestion caused by MACsec ‘blow up,’ as described in the previous section. In blow up scenario, a 
DUT must prioritize important network control packets over others. The control frames for network 
protocols including MKA (the MACsec control protocol itself) must not be discarded to prevent network 
disruption. This test should be run by varying different L2 and L3 network protocols across the DUT. 
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Test 25.1: Impact of ‘Blow Up’ on MKA 
This test verifies that L2/ L3 DUT prioritizes MKA, the MACsec control protocol itself, during ‘blow up’ so 
that MKPDU control frames are not discarded and network disruption is prevented by maintaining 
MACsec security association (SA) at peer. 

Test Topology 

Ixia Port-1 exchanges plain text packets to DUT whereas Ixia Port-2 exchanges MACsec encrypted 
packets with DUT. The DUT acts as MKA key server and distributes key to Ixia port-2 acting as MKA 
supplicant. 

 

Figure 3-74 : Impact of 'Blow up' on MKA 

Test Steps 

1. MKA sets up CA between DUT and Ixia port-2. 

2. Send 64 bytes plain text traffic @72.4 % line rate from Ixia-1 to DUT. 

3. Observe MKA PDU Tx/ Rx stats at Ixia Port-2. 

4. Increase ingress traffic rate to greater than 72.4 % and continue till end of test. This causes 
ingress buffer at DUT to become full. 

5. Observe MKA PDU Tx/ Rx stats at Ixia Port-2. 

Expectation 

• The DUT continues to forward encrypted traffic at near 100 % line rate to Ixia port-2. MKA 
packets are given higher priority than traffic when egress port packet rate reaches line rate 
because of MACsec blow up. So, traffic drops when ingress rate exceeds 72.4 %. 

• The DUT does not drop MKA packet while sending to Ixia port-2 throughout the execution of 
the test. This can be verified by tallying MKPDU Tx/ Rx stats at Ixia port-2. 
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Test 25.2: Impact of ‘Blow Up’ on L2 control plane 
This test verifies that L2 DUT prioritizes L2 network control packets during MACsec ‘blow up.’ For 
example, the BPDU (Bridge Protocol Data Unit) control frames of STP (Spanning Tree Protocol) are not 
discarded, so that path to root bridge is available to peer port and network disruption is prevented. 

Test Topology 

Ixia-1 port exchanges plain text packets to L2 DUT whereas Ixia-2 port exchanges MACsec encrypted 
packets with DUT. Connectivity association (CA) between DUT and Ixia port-2 can be created by using 
static key or MKA. Ixia port-1 acts as root bridge whereas DUT and Ixia port-2 act as non-roots. 

 

Figure 3-75 : Impact of 'Blow up' on L2 control plane 

Test Steps 

1. Set up MACsec CA between DUT and Ixia port-2 by using static key or MKA. 

2. Send BPDU as root bridge from Ixia port-1 periodically. 

3. Send 64 bytes plain text traffic @72.4 % line rate from Ixia-1 to DUT. 

4. Increase ingress traffic rate to greater than 72.4 % and continue till end of test. This will 
cause ingress buffer at DUT to become full. 

Expectation 

1. The DUT relays BPDU to non-root Ixia port-2 and establishes path to root bridge Ixia port-1. 

2. The DUT continues to forward encrypted traffic at near 100 % line rate to Ixia port-2. BPDU 
packets are given higher priority than traffic when egress port packet rate reaches line rate 
because of MACsec blow up. So, traffic drops when ingress rate exceeds 72.4 %. 

3. The DUT does not drop BPDU packet while sending to Ixia port-2. This can be verified by 
tallying BPDU Tx/ Rx stats at Ixia port-2. 
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Test 25.3: Impact of ‘Blow Up’ on Layer 3 control plane 
This test verifies that L3 DUT prioritizes L3 network control packets during MACsec blow up. For 
example, the OSPF control frames are not discarded, so that L3 routes are maintained and network 
disruption is prevented. 

Test Topology 

Ixia-1 port exchanges plain text packets to L3 DUT whereas Ixia-2 port exchanges MACsec encrypted 
packets with DUT. Connectivity association (CA) between DUT and Ixia port-2 can be created by using 
static key or MKA. Both the Ixia ports run OSPF and advertise routes. DUT runs OSPF on its two ports. 

 

Figure 3-76 : Impact of 'Blow up' on L3 control plane 

Test Steps 

1. Set up MACsec CA between DUT and Ixia port-2 by using static key or MKA. 

2. Establish OSPF routes between two Ixia ports. 

3. Send 64 bytes plain text traffic @72.4 % line rate from Ixia-1 to DUT. The traffic flow source 
and destination IP addresses are advertised by OSPF. 

4. Increase ingress traffic rate to greater than 72.4 % and continue till end of test. This will 
cause ingress buffer at DUT to become full. 

5. Send OSPF route update from Ixia port-1. 

Expectation 

1. DUT continues to forward encrypted traffic at near 100 % line rate to Ixia port-2. Network 
control packets are given higher priority than traffic when egress port packet rate reaches 
line rate because of MACsec blow up. So, traffic drops when ingress rate exceeds 72.4 %. 

2. DUT does not drop OSPF packets. Dropping OSPF packets cause session flaps. 

3. DUT does not drop OSPF route update while forwarding from Ixia port-1 to port-2. 
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Scenario 26: Congestion Avoidance (ECN) with Encryption Enabled 
Section 1 provides explanation on the ‘blow up’ phenomenon. It is found that even if there is no 
congestion in the network, ‘blow up’ creates congestion like scenario within the DUT and may result in 
packet drop beyond a certain ingress traffic rate depending on the traffic frame size. In this section, it is 
explored whether the DUT can use ECN marking to indicate congestion followed by MACsec 
encryption. 

ECN can be configured on output queues, which are mapped to one or more flow priorities. For each 
output queue, a minimum threshold and maximum threshold must be configured. The threshold can be 
configured either as a relative value (% of output queue length) or absolute value (buffer size in 
Bytes/KB/MB). If the current queue length is less than (<) min threshold, packets are not ECN marked. If 
queue length is greater than equal to (>=) max threshold, then all packets are ECN marked. When 
current queue length has a value between min threshold and max threshold, ECN marking is done as 
per a configured marking probability. 
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Test 26.1: ECN marking of multiple priority flows in case of ‘Blow Up’  
This test evaluates DUT’s ECN marking behavior when two priority flows are transmitted in such a rate, 
which results in congestion at the egress port. A priority queue is configured to map with two priority 
flows (having DSCP/IP Precedence/802.1p). ECN is enabled on the queue with minimum and maximum 
threshold values and corresponding drop probabilities. 

The test tool generates two plain text flows with different priority as configured in the DUT, ECN bits set 
to ECT(0) or ECT(1). Refer to Table 1 : Packet Blowup for ‘Encrypted packet size’. Plain text ingress 
traffic with 64 bytes packet coming at 72.46 % line rate results in 100 % egress throughput. Any ingress 
rate more than this results in congestion scenario on the egress port and packets start to queue up. As 
there are two plain text flows configured, the starting ingress rate is kept equally distributed between the 
flows at 36.23 % of line rate per flow. Now, if you keep incrementing the ingress rate, the DUT must 
start ECN marking both the flows. 

 

Figure 3-77 : ECN marking of multiple priority flows 
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Test Steps 

Perform the following steps to run the test: 

• On the traffic Tx port (Ixia – 1) configure IPv4 address. 

• On the traffic Rx port (Ixia MACsec – 1) enable MACsec and MKA, configure IPv4 address. 

• Configure MKA with matching {CAK, CKN} with DUT. 

• Configure following IPv4 flows originating from the non-MACsec port (Ixia-1) and destined to 
the MACsec port: 

o Priority Flow 1: DSCP value Pi (5), ECT(0) set, 64 B frame size, 36.23 % line rate, 
track by destination IPv4 address and ECN bits. 

o Priority Flow 2: DSCP value Pj (6), ECT(0) set, 64 B frame size, 36.23 % line rate, 
track by destination IPv4 address and ECN bits. 

• Configure a IP flow from the MACsec port (Ixia-MACsec-1) to the non-MACsec port with 
ECN bits set to ECT(0). This step is required to advertise ECN capability of the MACsec 
device that is configured on Ixia-MACsec-1 port, so that DUT does ECN marking if needed 
while forwarding the traffic. 

• On the DUT, configure the following: 
o Enable MKA on the port connected to the Ixia-MACsec-1 port, configure {CAK, CKN} 

matching with Ixia port. 
o Map multiple flow priorities (DSCP, IP precedence, 802.1p, and so on) to an output 

priority queue. Consider two DSCP priorities 5 and 6 for this test. Configure the 
minimum bandwidth available for this output queue as 100 % of the interface 
bandwidth. Enable ECN on this queue. 

• Start all protocols on the Ixia ports and wait for the MKA/MACsec secure channels to establish. 

• Iteration 1 

o Apply traffic and start. 
o Verify traffic flow statistics. 
o Increase the ingress rate for both the flows equally from 36.23 % till 50 %. 
o Verify traffic flow statistics. 
o Stop traffic. 

• Iteration 2 

o Set the rate to 36.23 % for both the flows. 
o Start traffic. 
o Keep the ingress rate of the flow with lower priority value constant at 36.23 %, 

increase the rate of the flow with higher priority value from 36.23 % to 63.77 % 
o Verify traffic statistics. 
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Expectations 

This test expects DUT starts ECN marking for both the priority flows when the egress throughput 
becomes more than 100 % of line rate. This can be verified by observing the following: 

Iteration 1: 

• Both the priority flows must reach the destination without any ECN marking till the rate of 
each of the plain text priority flows is equal to 36.23 %. This is because the output queue 
size remains small when there is no congestion on the egress port. 

• ECN marking should start happening when per flow Tx rate > 36.23 %. 

• There is traffic loss when both the plain text flows are transmitted at an ingress rate > 36.23 
% as the cumulative egress throughput goes higher than 100 % line rate. At this point, 
queue size starts growing and congestion management is triggered. All packets of both the 
flows will be ECN marked as the queue size grows over the maximum threshold. 

Iteration 2: 

• As both the flows (with different DSCP marking) are mapped to the same priority queue in 
the DUT, both are treated with equal priority by the DUT. So, when the rate of the flow with 
higher DSCP priority value is increased, it impacts the flow with lower DSCP priority value 
as well. Traffic drop starts happening for both the flows as per their transmission ratio. 

• Packets reaching the Rx port for both the flows should be ECN marked by the DUT when Tx 
rate is increased from 36.23 % as congestion starts happening. 

• When the Tx rate of the flow with higher priority value reaches 63.77 %, the drop ratio of the 
two flows should become approximately 64:36, like their transmission ratio. All packets of 
both the flows reaching the Rx port must be ECN marked. 

NOTE: The minimum and maximum threshold value must be changed at the DUT when the test is 
repeated with a different frame size. 
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Test 26.2: ECN marking of priority and best-effort flows in case of ‘Blow Up’  
This test evaluates DUT’s ECN marking behavior when a priority flow and a nonpriority flow are 
transmitted in such a rate, which results in congestion at the egress port. This test leverages two priority 
output queues at DUT egress. A priority output queue is configured to map with a flow with a non-zero 
priority value (having DSCP/IP Precedence/802.1p and so on). One queue is used for best effort traffic. 
The second queue is used for priority traffic. A best-effort output queue is configured to map with a flow 
with priority value 0. DUT is configured to ensure maximum bandwidth is allotted to the priority queue 
and cater the best-effort queue with the remaining bandwidth available. ECN is enabled on both the 
output queues with minimum and maximum threshold values and corresponding drop probabilities. 

The test tool generates two plain text flows with priority values mentioned earlier as configured in the 
DUT. Refer to Table 1 : Packet Blowup for ‘Encrypted packet size.’ Plain text ingress traffic with 64 
bytes packet coming at 72.46 % line rate will result in 100 % egress throughput. Any ingress rate more 
than this will result in congestion scenario on the egress port and packets will start to queue up. As 
there are two plain text flows configured, we keep the starting ingress rate equally distributed between 
the flows at 36.23 % of line rate per flow. Now, if we keep incrementing the ingress rate, DUT should 
ensure minimum packet drop for the priority flow, whereas there will be maximum packet drop for the 
best-effort flow. DUT should start ECN marking when the queue size has grown more than the threshold 
for the beset-effort queue. 

 

Figure 3-78 : ECN marking of best-effort flow 
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Test Steps 

Perform the following steps to run the test: 

• On the traffic Tx port (Ixia – 1) configure IPv4 address. 

• On the traffic Rx port (Ixia MACsec – 1) enable MACsec and MKA, configure IPv4 address. 

• Configure MKA with matching {CAK, CKN} with DUT. 

• Configure following IPv4 flows originating from the non-MACsec port (Ixia-1) and destined to 
the MACsec port: 

o Priority Flow: DSCP value Pi (5), ECT(0) set, 64 B frame size, 36.23 % line rate, 
track by destination IPv4 address and ECN bits. 

o Best-effort Flow: DSCP value 0, ECT(0) set, 64 B frame size, 36.23 % line rate, track 
by destination IPv4 address and ECN bits. 

• Configure an IP flow from the MACsec port to the non-MACsec port with ECN bits set to 
ECT(0).  

• On the DUT, configure the following: 
o Enable MKA on the port connected to the Ixia Rx port, configure {CAK, CKN} 

matching with Ixia port. 
o Map a flow priority (DSCP, IP precedence, 802.1p, and so on) to an output priority 

queue. Let’s consider DSCP priority value 5 for this test. Configure the minimum 
bandwidth available for this output queue as 100 % of the interface bandwidth. 
Enable ECN on this queue. 

o Map flow priority value 0 to a best-effort queue, which is allotted 100 % of the 
interface bandwidth remaining after catering the priority flows. Enable ECN on this 
queue. 

• Start all protocols on the Ixia ports and wait for the MKA/MACsec secure channels to 
establish. 

• Iteration 1: Keep increasing the transmission rate of the priority flow. 
o Apply traffic and start. 
o Verify traffic flow statistics. 
o Increase the ingress rate of the best-effort flow from 36.23 % till 63.77 %. 
o Verify traffic flow statistics. 
o Stop traffic. 

• Iteration 2: Keep increasing the transmission rate of the best-effort flow. 
o Set the rate to 36.23 % for both the flows. 
o Start traffic. 
o Keep the ingress rate of the best-effort flow constant at 36.23 %, increase the rate of 

the priority flow to 63.77 %. 
o Verify traffic statistics. 
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Expectations 

This test expects DUT starts ECN marking for the best-effort flow when the aggregate egress 
throughput becomes more than 100 % of line rate. This can be verified by observing the following: 

• Iteration 1: 
o Both the priority flows should reach the destination without any ECN marking till the 

rate of each of the flows is kept at 36.23 %. 
o When the best-effort flow rate is increased, there will be packet drop for this flow 

only. The priority flow will keep flowing without any drop as DUT is configured to 
ensure maximum bandwidth requirement for it. 

o ECN marking will happen only for the best-effort flow. Priority flow packets must not 
be ECN marked. 

• Iteration 2: 
o Both the flows should reach the destination without any ECN marking till the rate of 

each of the flows is kept at 36.23 %. 
o When the priority flow rate is increased beyond 36.23 % to 63.77 %, there should not 

be any packet drop for this flow. However, there will be packet drop for the best- 
effort flow as the aggregate egress throughput has gone past 100 % line rate. 

o None of the priority flow packets should be ECN marked. All the best-effort flow 
packets must be ECN marked. 
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Scenario 27: Rekey and rekey thresholds 
There is a packet number (PN) field in MACsec packets, which is continuously incremented. When the 
PN value crosses a threshold value, new SAKs are distributed by MKA to all participants of the CA. This 
is called rekey. After rekey, the PN value is reset to 1 and the Association Number (AN) increment and 
MACsec packets are encrypted and decrypted by using the new SAK. The test cases under this 
scenario validates DUT’s behavior during rekey. 
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Test 27.1: Impact of network delay (packet reordering) during Rekey 
After a successful rekey, the DUT is supposed to receive packets with a new AN. But there may be 
scenario where because of network delay, or QoS handling in the network, packets with old AN (before 
Rekey) may still arrive at the DUT along with packets having new AN (post-Rekey). As per 802.1AE, the 
DUT should accept packets having old AN within a window of 500ms starting from the arrival of packets 
with latest AN. In a 100G port with 100 % line rate, number of packets in 500 ms having 64 B size can 
be 74.4mn. So, if DUT has not implemented this feature properly, a maximum of 74 mn packets will be 
lost. 

 

Figure 3-79 : Interleaved flows with different SAKs 

Test steps 

 Perform the following steps to run the test: 

• On the traffic Tx port (Ixia MACsec – 1), configure a single device, enable MACsec and 
MKA. 

• Enable timer based rekey with default periodicity. 

• Configure the device such that after rekey, it mixes MACsec packets encrypted with old SAK 
and new SAK for 400 msec (overlap time). 

• On the traffic Rx port (Ixia MACsec – 2), configure a single device, enable MACsec and 
MKA. 

• If L3 flows need to be tested, Configure IP address on each device that is configured on Ixia 
ports. 

• On the DUT, configure the following: 
o Enable MKA on the port connected to ‘Ixia MACsec – 1’ with matching {CAK, CKN} 

with Ixia Tx port. 
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o Enable MKA on the port connected to ‘Ixia MACsec – 2’ with matching {CAK, CKN} 
with Ixia Rx port. 

• After all protocols are started and MACsec secured channels are up (can be ensured by 
checking MACsec and MKA port statistics), configure traffic flow from the device that is 
configured on ‘Ixia MACsec – 1’ to the device that is configured on ‘Ixia MACsec – 2’ port at 
100 % line rate. 

• Apply traffic and then start. 

• Wait for rekey to trigger. 

• Verify traffic flow statistics. 

• Repeat the test with overlap time 1 sec. 

Expectations 

When DUT is receiving a mix of packets having old and new AN after Rekey, it must not drop the 
packets with old AN (that is, encrypted with old SAK) within the window of 500msec. 
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Chapter 4: MKA based vulnerability testing 
The MACsec data plane can be made subject to DoS attack by exploiting the vulnerabilities of the MKA 
state machine. The test cases in this chapter cover different attack scenarios targeted to the key server. 
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Scenario 28: MKA based vulnerabilities 
A Key Server can be made subject to DoS attack by compelling it to do frequent rekeys. When the Key 
Server keeps doing frequent rekey, at that situation this test measures of impact on forwarding 
performance when there is line rate traffic passing through the DUT. There can be multiple scenarios 
that can result into frequent rekey action. A set of possible rekey scenarios are as follows: 

1. If a member of a group keeps joining and leaving the CA frequently, the Key Server needs to 
trigger rekey for every join/leave. 

2. If a device keeps changing its key server priority periodically such that the role of DUT keeps 
shifting from Key Server to non-Key Server. 

3. If a member of a group CA starts sending MKPDUs with the same MI (member identifier) of 
another device, then the Key Server needs to block both of them for some time, till the 
innocent device changes its member identifier, thereby inducing a rekey scenario. A device 
chooses a new MI when it sees similar MI in a received MKPDU. 
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Test 28.1: Attack: Continuous Rekey because of frequent join/leave  
In a Group CA scenario, whenever a new member joins the group, the Key Server performs the rekey 
action. If a member starts joining and leaving frequently, then the Key Server will become busy 
performing frequent rekey action. When DUT is the Key Server, this may impact its forwarding 
throughput if it is dealing with 100 % line rate traffic. This is a DoS attack on the MACsec data plane by 
using MKA control plane. This test verifies how a DUT acting as a Key Server can handle such attacks. 

As shown in the image, the ‘Attacker’ keeps leaving/joining the group. The other peers keep sending 
encrypted traffic aggregating to 100 % line rate. DUT should be able to forward the traffic without any 
drop in throughput. 

 

Figure 4-80 : MKA vulnerability Test 
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Test Steps 

Perform the following steps to run the test: 

• On the traffic Tx port (Ixia MACsec – 1), configure four devices (Attacker, Peer2, and so on) 
with MACsec and MKA enabled. 

• On all the four devices, configure same {CAK, CKN} so that they form a Group CA. 

• On the traffic Rx port (Ixia MACsec – 2), configure a single device, enable MACsec and 
MKA. 

• If L3 flows need to be tested, Configure IP address on each device that is configured on Ixia 
ports. 

• On the DUT, configure the following: 
o Enable MKA on the port connected to ‘Ixia MACsec – 1’ with matching {CAK, CKN} 

with Ixia port. This will ensure the DUT becomes part of the same Group CA as Ixia. 
o Enable MKA on the port connected to ‘Ixia MACsec – 2’ with matching {CAK, CKN} 

with the Ixia port. 

• After all protocols are started and MACsec secured channels are up (can be ensured by 
checking MACsec and MKA port statistics at Ixia), configure traffic flow from Peer2, 3, and 4 
destined to the device that is configured on ‘Ixia MACsec – 2’ port. Configure the rate of 
transmission as 33 %, 33 %, and 34 % respectively. 

• Apply traffic and start traffic. 

• Verify traffic flow statistics. 

• Now, keep disabling and enabling the ‘Attacker’ every second, such that it keeps leaving 
and joining the group. 

• Verify traffic flow statistics. 

Expectations 

1. DUT should maintain some timer such that it does not allow more than one new member 
during that time interval. This can be verified how often DUT is distributing new SAKs 
because of rekey. 

2. As far as data traffic is concerned, it should be able to maintain 100 % forwarding throughput 
in such scenarios. 
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Test 28.2: Attack : Frequent Key Server priority change   
When a CA comes up, Key Server election happens amongst the group members and whoever has the 
lowest Key Server priority is elected as the Key Server. Let’s say, the DUT becomes the Key Server 
initially. Now, if there is an attacker in the group, which keeps changing its Key Server priority frequently, 
the role of DUT may keep toggling between Key Server and non-Key Server. This creates a frequent 
churn of DUT’s MKA state machine, which may impact its MACsec encryption/decryption efficiency, 
especially when 100 % line rate traffic is flowing through the DUT. 

As shown in Figure 4-1 : MKA vulnerability Test, the blue, green and yellow peers are sending 100 % 
encrypted traffic to the DUT. The ‘Attacker’ keeps changing the key server priority frequently. DUT 
should be able to forward the traffic without any drop. 

Test Steps 

Perform the following steps to run the test: 

• On the traffic Tx port (Ixia MACsec – 1), configure four devices (Attacker, Peer2, and so on) 
with MACsec and MKA enabled. 

• On all the four devices, configure same {CAK, CKN} so that they form a Group CA. 

• On the traffic Rx port (Ixia MACsec – 2), configure a single device, enable MACsec and 
MKA. 

• If L3 flows need to be tested, Configure IP address on each device that is configured on Ixia 
ports. 

• On the DUT, configure the following: 
o Enable MKA on the port connected to ‘Ixia MACsec – 1’ with matching {CAK, CKN} 

with Ixia port. This will ensure the DUT becomes part of the same Group CA as Ixia. 
Configure the key server priority such that it becomes the key server after all the 4 
Ixia devices have joined the group. 

o Enable MKA on the port connected to ‘Ixia MACsec – 2’ with matching {CAK, CKN} 
with the Ixia port. 

• After all protocols are started and MACsec secured channels are up (can be ensured by 
checking MACsec and MKA port statistics at Ixia), configure traffic flow from Peer2, 3, and 4 
destined to the device that is configured on ‘Ixia MACsec – 2’ port. Configure the rate of 
transmission as 33 %, 33 %, and 34 % respectively. 

• Apply traffic and start traffic. 

• Verify traffic flow statistics. 

• Now, change the key server priority of the ‘Attacker’ such that it becomes the key server. 

• After one second again change the key server priority of the ‘Attacker’ such that the DUT 
becomes the key server. 

• Keep repeating the preceding two steps every one second, so that the key server role keeps 
toggling between the DUT and the ‘Attacker.’ 

• Verify traffic flow statistics. 
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Expectations 

1. As a Key Server, DUT should be able to identify such fraudulent activity and take necessary 
action such that, frequent Key Server election does not happen in the group (Not sure how 
DUT does that, may be it blocks the suspect and does not accept MKPDUs from it). 

2. So far as data traffic is concerned it should be able to maintain 100 % forwarding throughput 
in such scenarios. 
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Test 28.3: Attack:  MI Duplication 
Each member in a CA has a unique member ID that is carried in the MKPDUs. Since the MKPDUs are 
in plain text, it’s possible to get hold of the member ID by an imposter, and then start sending MKPDUs 
with same member ID. This will disrupt the current MKA session and the Key Server will have to take 
corrective measures to discard PDUs from the Attacker. It should discard PDUs from both the devices 
(actual and the imposter both) for some time. Meanwhile the good peer whose member ID was faked, 
should change its member ID to a new value as it receives MKPDUs with same MI from a group 
member. This will result in new member joining the group and compel the DUT to trigger rekey. So 
effectively an imposter device can create disruption in the group CA. 

The blue and the yellow peer shown in the following image keeps sending encrypted traffic at 100 % 
line rate. While the MKA state machine is undergoing changes, the DUT should be able to maintain 100 
% egress throughput. 

  

Figure 4-81 : Attacker using same MI of Innocent Peer 
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Test Steps 

Perform the following steps to run the test: 

• On the traffic Tx port (Ixia MACsec – 1), configure four devices (Attacker, Peer2, and so on) with 
MACsec and MKA enabled. 

• On all the four devices, configure same {CAK, CKN} so that they form a Group CA. 

• Configure member identifier of ‘Attacker’ same as that of ‘Innocent Peer’. 

• On the traffic Rx port (Ixia MACsec – 2), configure a single device, enable MACsec and MKA. 

• If L3 flows need to be tested, Configure IP address on each device that is configured on Ixia 
ports. 

• On the DUT, configure the following: 

o Enable MKA on the port connected to ‘Ixia MACsec – 1’ with matching {CAK, CKN} 
with Ixia port. This will ensure the DUT becomes part of the same Group CA as Ixia. 
Configure the key server priority such that it becomes the key server after all the 4 
Ixia devices have joined the group. 

o Enable MKA on the port connected to ‘Ixia MACsec – 2’ with matching {CAK, CKN} 
with the Ixia port. 

• Start all devices except the ‘Attacker’ as shown in the preceding image. After the MACsec 
secured channels are up (can be ensured by checking MACsec and MKA port statistics at Ixia), 
configure traffic flow from Peer 3 and 4 destined to the device that is configured on ‘Ixia 
MACsec – 2’ port. Distribute the rate of transmission as 50 % for each flow. 

• Apply traffic and start traffic. 

• Verify traffic flow statistics. 

• Now, start the ‘Attacker.’ 

• After the ‘Innocent Peer’ changes its MI to a unique value, again change the MI of the ‘Attacker’ 
same as that of the new MI of ‘Innocent Peer.’ 

• Keep repeating the preceding two steps. 

• Verify traffic flow statistics. 

Expectations  

1. DUT should maintain some timer such that it does not allow more than one new member 
during that time interval. This can be verified by observing how often DUT is distributing new 
SAKs because of rekey. The test keeps changing MI at higher rate but the DUT should be 
doing rekey at slower rate. This indicates that the DUT is not reacting to all MI changes. 

2. So far as data traffic is concerned, it should be able to maintain 100 % forwarding throughput 
in such scenarios. 
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Chapter 5: Negative Testing 
This chapter covers different negative test scenarios such as receiving erroneous MACsec frames or 
receiving out of window packets. There can be different types of erroneous packets such as packets 
with bad ICV, unknown SCI or unknown SA, corrupted SecTAG, and so on. DUT should be capable of 
identifying such negative behaviors and take necessary actions as defined by the MACsec standard. 
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Scenario 29: Erroneous Packet Handling 
A MACsec device should be able to identify and drop erroneous MACsec packets. There can be 
different conditions leading to an erroneous packet as follows: 

1. Bad SecTAG – The SecTAG of the received MACsec packet is malformed. 

2. Unknown AN – MACsec packets received with AN value that does not match with the 
current AN value of the receiving secure channel (Rx SC). 

3. Bad ICV – The ICV in the received packet does not match with the ICV calculated by the 
receiving MACsec device. 

The following tests check whether a DUT is able to identify and drop erroneous packets mixed with 
good packets at line rate. 
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Test 29.1: Erroneous packet processing in Group CA 
This test verifies DUT’s ability to identify and drop erroneous MACsec packets in a Group CA scenario, 
where there are multiple Rx SCs in the DUT. In this scenario DUT receives encrypted MACsec traffic at 
100 % line rate from multiple devices, which are part of a group CA. One of the devices starts sending 
erroneous packets (the red flow in the following image). DUT should be able to identify the erroneous 
packets and drop them at the ingress port. As a result, there should be reduced throughput at the 
egress port as per the configured % of erroneous packets. The test must be repeated for different 
categories of bad packets (a, b, c). 

 

Figure 5-82 : Erroneous packet processing – Group CA 

Four emulated devices are configured forming a group CA on port ‘Ixia MACsec – 1’. DUT is also part of 
the same CA. Different encrypted flows are sent out from these devices at different Tx rate, for example, 
40 %, 30 %, 20 %, 10 % respectively from Peer 1 to Peer 4. Out of these, the Peer1 is configured to 
send erroneous packets. DUT should be able to drop Peer1 encrypted flow. As a result, the egress 
throughput should be 60 % of line rate. 
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Test Steps 

Perform the following steps to run the test: 

• On the traffic Tx port (Ixia MACsec – 1), configure four devices (Peer1, Peer2, and so on) 
with MACsec and MKA enabled. 

• On all the four devices, configure same {CAK, CKN} so that they form a Group CA. 

• On the traffic Rx port (Ixia MACsec – 2), configure a single device, enable MACsec and 
MKA. 

• If L3 flows need to be tested, Configure IP address on each device that is configured on Ixia 
ports. 

• On the DUT, configure the following: 
o Enable MKA on the port connected to ‘Ixia MACsec – 1’ with matching {CAK, CKN} 

with Ixia port. This will ensure the DUT becomes part of the same Group CA as Ixia. 
o Enable MKA on the port connected to ‘Ixia MACsec – 2’ with matching {CAK, CKN} 

with the Ixia port. 

• After all protocols are started and MACsec secured channels are up (can be ensured by 
checking MACsec and MKA port statistics at Ixia), configure traffic flows as follows: 

o Configure traffic flow from each Peer destined to the device that is configured on ‘Ixia 
MACsec – 2’ port. The flow rates should be 40 %, 30 %, 20 %, and 10 % of line rate 
from Peer 1 to Peer 4 respectively. 

o Configure the flow originating from Peer 1 such that it sends a bad SecTAG. 

• Apply traffic and start traffic. 

• Verify traffic flow statistics. 

• Iterate the test with a different type of erroneous packet sent out by Peer 1. To do that, stop 
the traffic flow originating from Peer1. Edit the flow such that it sends out MACsec traffic with 
a bad AN value or bad ICV. 

Expectations 

• On the ingress side when the DUT receives traffic at 100 % line rate and if 40 % of it is bad, 
on the egress side, DUT must forward only the valid 60 % traffic. The red flow from Peer 1 
should be entirely dropped by the DUT. 
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Test 29.2: Erroneous packet processing in Pairwise CA 
This test verifies DUT’s ability to identify and drop erroneous packets in a pair-wise CA scenario. In this 
scenario DUT has a single Rx SC and it receives a mix of good and erroneous encrypted traffic at 100 
% line rate on the same Rx SC. DUT should be able to identify the erroneous packets (the red flow) and 
drop them at the ingress port, as a result there should be reduced throughput at the egress port as per 
the configured % of erroneous packets. The test must be repeated for different categories of erroneous 
packets (a, b, c). 

 

Figure 5-83 : Erroneous packet processing - Pairwise CA 

A single emulated device is configured forming a pair-wise CA with the DUT. Two encrypted flows are 
sent out from the device as shown in the image. The red flow is having all erroneous packets sent at 50 
% of line rate. DUT is receiving a mix of good and erroneous packets on the same Rx SC and should be 
able to drop all the erroneous packets. 
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Test Steps 

Perform the following steps to run the test: 

• On the traffic Tx port (Ixia MACsec – 1), configure a single device, enable MACsec and 
MKA. 

• On the traffic Rx port (Ixia MACsec – 2), configure a single device, enable MACsec and 
MKA. 

• If L3 flows need to be tested, Configure IP address on each device that is configured on Ixia 
ports. 

• On the DUT, configure the following: 
o Enable MKA on the port connected to ‘Ixia MACsec – 1’ with matching {CAK, CKN} 

with Ixia Tx port. 
o Enable MKA on the port connected to ‘Ixia MACsec – 2’ with matching {CAK, CKN} 

with Ixia Rx port. 

• After all protocols are started and MACsec secured channels are up (can be ensured by 
checking MACsec and MKA port statistics at Ixia), configure traffic flows as follows: 

o Configure two traffic flows from ‘Ixia MACsec – 1’ port to ‘Ixia MACsec – 2’ port. 
Distribute the rate as 50 % per flow. 

o Configure one of the flows (‘Encrypted Flow-1’) such that it sends a bad SecTAG. 

• Apply traffic and start traffic. 

• Verify traffic flow statistics. 

• Iterate the test with a different type of erroneous packet sent as part of ‘Encrypted Flow-1’. 
To do that, stop the traffic flow. Edit the flow such that it sends out MACsec traffic with a bad 
AN value or bad ICV. 

Expectations 

On the ingress side when the DUT receives encrypted traffic at 100 % line rate and if 50 % of it is 
erroneous, then on the egress side DUT must forward only the valid 50 % traffic. 
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Scenario 30: Negative Testing – Out of window packet processing 
MACsec packets have packet number (PN), which increments with each packet. PN increments at the 
same rate as the rate of the encrypted flow in packets per second (fps). In a group CA scenario, a DUT 
ingress port receives multiple encrypted flows from different group members. The DUT receives 
MACsec traffic from each group member on separate secure channels (Rx SC). A separate PN space is 
maintained for each Rx SC and it is incremented at the rate (fps) in which each group members are 
transmitting. As a result, the DUT needs to maintain an individual PN window (that is, LPN and next_PN 
values) for each group member, to identify out of window packets for each Rx SC separately. In this 
category of tests, different group members are configured to generate encrypted flows at different rate 
(fps). As a result, PN for each encrypted flow increments at different rate. These tests validate DUT’s 
ability to detect out of window PN when DUT has to maintain multiple LPN and each LPN is changing at 
different fps rate. There can be the following two types of out of window scenario for MACsec traffic: 

1. DUT receives MACsec packet with PN lower than the lowest acceptable packet number 
(LPN) at any point. DUT should be able to identify such packets (shown as new packet in 
red in the following image) and drop them. 

 

Figure 5-84 : Window movement for PN<LPN 

2. DUT receives new MACsec packet (shown in blue in the image) with PN greater than the 
higher bound of the window. DUT should accept such packets and move its window 
accordingly. 

 

Figure 5-85 : Window movement for LPN>Highest PN 
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Test 30.1: Processing PN less than lowest acceptable PN 
This test verifies when DUT receives packets with PN less than the current LPN of the Rx SC, it 
discards those packets. In a group CA scenario, DUT needs to do window verification for different Rx 
SC separately. This test emulates two MACsec devices in a Group CA. DUT is also part of the same 
CA. Each device is sending encrypted traffic at different rates (frames per second or fps). So, at any 
point of time the LPN value maintained by the DUT for each Rx SC is different from each other. 

Let’s configure two encrypted flows that are generated from the two devices. The green flow is sent at X 
fps and the red flow is sent at 10X fps. For the group CA the window size is configured 100 at DUT. Let 
at any point of time the LPNs are LPNRED and LPNGREEN where LPNRED is almost 10*LPNGREEN. 

 

Figure 5-86 : LPN for two flows 

Now, for both the flows (Red and Green) if out of window packets are sent with PNOOW (<LPNRED) on the 
red flow, all the red flow packets will be discarded by the DUT. None of the green flow packets should 
be dropped even though they are having PN less than LPNRED. This is because they are received on 
different Rx SC at the DUT and falls within the window of that Rx SC (that is, the Green SC). 
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Figure 5-87 : Out of window test with PN<LPN 

Test Steps 

Perform the following steps to run the test: 

• On the traffic Tx port (Ixia MACsec – 1), configure two devices (Peer1, Peer2) with MACsec 
and MKA enabled. 

• On both the devices, configure same {CAK, CKN} so that they form a Group CA. 

• On the traffic Rx port (Ixia MACsec – 2), configure a single device, enable MACsec and 
MKA. 

• If L3 flows need to be tested, Configure IP address on each device that is configured on Ixia 
ports. 

• On the DUT, configure the following: 
o Enable MKA on the port connected to ‘Ixia MACsec – 1’ with matching {CAK, CKN} 

with Ixia port. This will ensure the DUT becomes part of the same Group CA as Ixia. 
o Enable MKA on the port connected to ‘Ixia MACsec – 2’ with matching {CAK, CKN} 

with the Ixia port. 
o Configure window size as 100 in the DUT. 

• After all protocols are started and MACsec secured channels are up (can be ensured by 
checking MACsec and MKA port statistics at Ixia), configure traffic flows as follows: 
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o Configure traffic flow from Peer1 (red flow) destined to the device that is configured 
on ‘Ixia MACsec – 2’ port. The flow rate should be 10 fps. 

o Configure another flow from Peer 2 (green flow) destined to the device that is 
configured on ‘Ixia MACsec – 2’ port. The flow rate should be 1 fps. 

• Apply traffic and start traffic. 

• Stop the red flow after 5 min. At this point the LPNGREEN will be 201 and LPNRED will be 2901. 

• Now, change the PN of red flow to a fixed value 2800 (that falls below the LPNRED), apply 
and start it. 

• Keep both the flows running for 5 min. 

Expectations 

• For initial 5 min DUT should accept both the flows and forward to the destination. 

• After that when out of window packets are sent out for the red flow, DUT should drop all the 
packets of red flow. 

• Next, the green flow packets sent out with PN from 301 to 600 should be forwarded without 
any drop by the DUT. As DUT does per Rx SC window verification, even though all these 
PNs are lower than 2901 (that is, LPNRED) they should not be discarded. 
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Test 30.2: Processing PN much higher than window upper bound 
This test verifies whether DUT is able to accept MACsec packets with PN much higher than the current 
next_PN value (that is, the upper bound of the PN window). DUT must accept such packet and the 
window will automatically jump forward accordingly. Now, if encrypted packets with lower PN arrives at 
the DUT, they must get dropped as the window has moved forward to a great extent. 

See the following images. Let the window size of the DUT be 50. A pair-wise CA is emulated and the 
DUT receives two encrypted flows from the peer. The red flow is sent at a rate 100 fps for which the PN 
increases by 1 , and the green flow is sent at a rate of 1 fps for which the PN increases by 500. During 
the first second of the test run, all packets will pass through window verification. After 1 sec, the DUT 
receives a packet with PN 501, which is higher than the upper bound of the current window and the 
packet will be received. The window now shifts to 452 to 502. As a result, all the subsequent packets of 
the Red flow will fall out of window and gets discarded by the DUT. 

After another second of test run, the window will be moved to 952 to 1002 and the Red flow packets will 
keep getting dropped by the DUT. However, none of the Green flow packets will be dropped as the PN 
values are always higher than the upper bound of the current window. 

 

 

Figure 5-88 : Out of window test with PN>Highest 
PN 

 

Figure 5-89 : Window movement for red and 
green flows 
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Test Steps 

Perform the following steps to run the test: 

• On the traffic Tx port (Ixia MACsec – 1), configure a single device, enable MACsec and 
MKA. 

• On the traffic Rx port (Ixia MACsec – 2), configure a single device, enable MACsec and 
MKA. 

• If L3 flows need to be tested, Configure IP address on each device that is configured on Ixia 
ports.  

• On the DUT, configure the following: 
o Enable MKA on the port connected to ‘Ixia MACsec – 1’ with matching {CAK, CKN} 

with Ixia Tx port. 
o Enable MKA on the port connected to ‘Ixia MACsec – 2’ with matching {CAK, CKN} 

with Ixia Rx port. 
o Configure the window size as 50. 

• After all protocols are started and MACsec secured channels are up (can be ensured by 
checking MACsec and MKA port statistics at Ixia), configure traffic flows as follows: 

o Configure two traffic flows from ‘Ixia MACsec – 1’ port to ‘Ixia MACsec – 2’ port (the 
Red and Green flow as shown in the image). 

o Configure the Green flow such that it sends one packet per second with PN 
incrementing by 500 (1, 501, 1001 ….).  

o Configure the Red flow such that it sends 100 packets per second with continuously 
incrementing PN (1, 2, 3, 4 ….). 

• Apply traffic and start traffic. 

Expectations 

As it’s a pair-wise CA, DUT has only one Rx SC. DUT should be able to calculate its PN window based 
on the maximum PN received and keep moving its window accordingly. As the window keeps moving, 
DUT should keep dropping packets, which fall behind the window. Following behaviour is expected: 

• During the first second of test run, both Red flow and Green flow packets will be accepted by 
the DUT and forwarded to the destination. So, 100 Red packets and 1 Green packet are 
received by the destination device. 

• Next second onward, because of the Green flow, DUT’s window will keep moving every 
second by 500 (452-502, 952-1002, 1452-1502, and so on). As a result, all packets of the 
Red flow will fall behind the window. 

• So all packets of the Green flow will reach the destination, however only the first 100 
packets of the Red flow will reach the destination. 
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Test 30.3: Processing PN less than lowest acceptable PN with delay protect  
This test verifies DUT’s out of window packet processing accuracy when delay protect is enabled. When 
delay protect is enabled, an MKA device sends MKA hello messages at 500msec periodicity. In the 
hello messages, it advertises the LPN, which is the lowest PN with which MACsec packets have been 
transmitted within the last hello interval. A receiving device is supposed to use the LPN as received in 
the hello message from a particular peer, for out of window packet processing for the Rx SC 
corresponding to that particular peer. So, when delay protect is enabled, the LPN for a particular Rx SC 
is not calculated based on the PN of the received MACsec data packet on that Rx SC, rather it is learnt 
from the MKA hello messages received from the peer. If DUT receives MACsec packets with PN less 
than the current LPN (as learnt from the hello message) of the Rx SC, it discards those packets. The 
following image explains how the LPN (learnt from the hello message) is used for out of window (OOW) 
verification and window keeps moving forward when new hello messages are received by the DUT. 

 

Figure 5-90 : LPN calculation in case of 'delay protect' 

In a group CA scenario, DUT should maintain the LPN for each group member based on the information 
received in the hello messages from each of those group members. DUT needs to do window 
verification for different Rx SC separately. This test emulates two MACsec devices in a Group CA. DUT is 
also part of the same CA. Each device is sending encrypted traffic at different rates (fps). So, at any point 
of time the LPN value maintained by the DUT for each Rx SC is different from each other. 

Let’s configure two encrypted flows that are generated from the two devices. The green flow is sent at X 
fps and the red flow is sent at 10X fps. Let at any point of time the LPNs are LPNRED and LPNGREEN where 
LPNRED is almost 10*LPNGREEN.  
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Figure 5-91 : LPN for different flows 

Now, for both the flows if packets are sent with packet number set to PNCURRENT (<LPNRED) on the red 
flow, all the red flow packets will be discarded by the DUT. For the green flow, all such packets must be 
accepted for forwarding (that is, must not be dropped), even though they are having PN less than 
LPNRED. This is because they are received on different Rx SC at the DUT and falls within the window of 
that Rx SC (that is, the Green SC), where any packet with PN > LPNGREEN is acceptable. 

 

Figure 5-92 : Out of window test with delay protect 
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Test Steps 

Perform the following steps to run the test: 

• On the traffic Tx port (Ixia MACsec – 1), configure two devices (Peer1, Peer2) with MACsec 
and MKA enabled. Enable ‘delay protect’, so that MKPDUs are sent every 500 msec. 

• On both the devices, configure same {CAK, CKN} so that they form a Group CA. 

• On the traffic Rx port (Ixia MACsec – 2), configure a single device, enable MACsec and 
MKA. 

• If L3 flows need to be tested, Configure IP address on each device that is configured on Ixia 
ports. 

• On the DUT, configure the following: 
o Enable MKA on the port connected to ‘Ixia MACsec – 1’ with matching {CAK, CKN} 

with Ixia port. This will ensure the DUT becomes part of the same Group CA as Ixia. 
Also, enable ‘delay protect’ on the DUT, so that it considers the LPN received in hello 
messages for window verification. 

o Enable MKA on the port connected to ‘Ixia MACsec – 2’ with matching {CAK, CKN} 
with the Ixia port. 

• After all protocols are started and MACsec secured channels are up (can be ensured by 
checking MACsec and MKA port statistics at Ixia), configure traffic flows as follows: 

o On ‘Ixia MACsec-1’ configure traffic flow from Peer1 (red flow) destined to the device 
that is configured on ‘Ixia MACsec – 2’ port. The flow rate should be 10 fps. 

o On ‘Ixia MACsec-1’ configure another flow from Peer 2 (green flow) destined to the 
device that is configured on ‘Ixia MACsec – 2’ port. The flow rate should be 1 fps. 

• Apply traffic and start traffic. 

• Stop the red flow after 5 min. At this point the LPNGREEN will be 300 and LPNRED will be 2996 
(explained in the Expectations section next).  

• Now, change the PN of red flow to a fixed value 2800 (that falls below the LPNRED), apply 
and start it. 

• Keep both the flows running for 5 min. 

Expectations 

• When delay protect is enabled, DUT should use the LPN value as received in periodic hello 
messages for window verification. 

• For initial 5 min DUT should accept both the flows and forward to the destination. 

• For the red flow, at the end of 5 min, the LPNGREEN will be 300 as it is the lowest PN sent out 
before the last hello packet by Peer2 (only one packet sent per second in Green flow).  

• For the green flow, the packet rate is configured as 10 fps. So, in any 500ms interval, 10/2=5 
packets will be sent. So, at the end of 5 min, that is, at 300th second, packets with PN 2996 
to 3000 are generated. As a result, the MAK Hello, which goes out at 300th second, will carry 
the lowest PN sent in that hello interval, which is 2996, and hence, 2996 becomes LPNRED. 

• After that, when out of window packets are sent out for the red flow, DUT should drop all the 
packets of red flow.  

• Next, the green flow packets sent out with PN from 301 to 600 should be forwarded without 
any drop by the DUT. As DUT does per Rx SC window verification, even though all these 
PNs are lower than 2951 (that is, LPNRED), they should not be discarded. 
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